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Magnetic resonance imaging 

Magnetic resonance images are typically generated through the application of three types of 

magnetic fields: the main static magnetic field (B0), pulsed gradient fields (G), and pulsed 

radiofrequency (RF) fields (B1
+). Through the careful arrangement of the latter two time varying 

magnetic fields, pulse sequences can be generated: nuclear spins are excited, their signal is 

spatially encoded such that images can be created, and they can be manipulated to generate 

a desired contrast. This contrast allows magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to differentiate 

between different types of tissue, both in normal and pathological states. 

Slice selective excitation 

Slice selective excitation is commonly used to limit spin excitation along one dimension, such 

that the remainder of the sequence can focus on encoding the signal in the two other spatial 

dimensions. To achieve this, an RF excitation pulse is activated simultaneously with a slice-

selective gradient (Figure 1). In the original view on slice-selective excitation, spin excitation 

is confined along the direction of one of the gradients as it alters the local precession 

frequency. The only region that is excited is where the bandwidth of the pulse RF pulse 

overlaps with the gradient-induced resonance frequency range.  

Transmit k-space 

Pauly and coworkers redefined thinking about spin excitation by introducing the transmit k-

space in 1989 [1]. In the transmit k-space approach, excitation patterns are created by 

depositing energy, using RF pulses, at different spatial frequencies, which are defined through 

simultaneously applied gradients. This is analogous to imaging k-space, where data 

originating from different spatial frequencies is collected and combined to create an image.  

The spatial distribution of magnetization (Equation 1) follows from the Bloch equations when 

certain simplifications are applied: small tip angles (𝑀𝑧(𝑡) ≈ 𝑀0) are assumed and the 

relaxation effects from spin-lattice (T1) and spin-spin (T2) interactions are ignored. The 

magnetization is described as a complex value: 𝑀𝑥𝑦 = 𝑀𝑥 + 𝑖𝑀𝑦. This and all following 

equations in this chapter are described as seen from the rotating frame of reference.  

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝐱) = 𝑖𝛾𝑀0 ∫ 𝐵1
𝑇

0
(𝑡)𝑒𝑖𝐱∙𝐤(𝑡)𝑑𝑡.     (Eq. 1) 

Figure 1. Typical slice selective excitation pulse. A gradient lobe of opposite polarity and half 
the surface area of the slice selective gradient is used to rephase the magnetization. Image 
reproduced with permission of the rights holder, copyright © 1989 Elsevier Inc. [1]. 
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Here γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, M0 the equilibrium magnetization, T the time duration of the 

RF pulse, B1(t) the (amplitude of the) RF waveform, and x the spatial location vector. The 

location in transmit k-space at time t is defined by the time-integrated gradients G from t until 

the end of the pulse T: 

  𝐤(𝑡) = −𝛾 ∫ 𝐆
𝑇

𝑡
(𝜏)𝑑𝜏.       (Eq. 2) 

Transmit k-space can be understood from considering the spin magnetization vector 𝑴 =

[𝑀𝑥  𝑀𝑦 𝑀𝑧], which experiences RF excitaiton at time t. Before t, the magnetization is in its 

equilibrium position M0, and thus any gradients that are applied before that moment will not 

affect the spin distribution. As soon as the magnetization has been moved away from M0, it 

will be affected by the gradients, explaining why the integral runs from t until the end of the 

pulse T. Owing to the linearity of the system in the small tip angle regime, the magnetization 

that results from the entire pulse of RF and gradients is then found by integrating over all time-

steps dt in which RF energy is deposited at different k-space frequencies. An example of 

transmit k-space traversal for a slice selective pulse is shown in Figure 2.  

Magnetization design 

Further analysis led Pauly and coworkers to describe the magnetization equation completely 

in the k-space domain, using a weighting function W(k) and sampling function S(k): 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝐱) = 𝑖𝛾𝑀0 ∫ 𝑊
𝐊

(𝐤)𝑆(𝐤)𝑒𝑖𝐱∙𝐤𝑑𝐤,     (Eq. 3) 

with 

 𝑊(𝐤(𝑡)) =
𝐵1(𝑡)

|𝛾𝐆(𝑡)|
,       (Eq. 4) 

and 

 𝑆(𝐤) = ∫ { 𝛿(𝐤(𝑡) − 𝐤)|�̇�(𝑡)|3 }
𝑇

0
𝑑𝑡.    (Eq. 5) 

The sampling function follows from a chosen trajectory through transmit k-space, such as an 

echo-planar or spiral trajectory. The trajectory should meet certain conditions similar to 

imaging k-space, such as covering k-space uniformly and densely enough to prevent aliasing. 

If we choose an analytically defined target magnetization pattern Mxy(x), we can use an 

inverse Fourier transform to determine what the weighting function should be for a given 

Figure 2. Slice selection in the k-space approach. 1: During the application of the RF pulse, k-
space is traversed from negative to positive frequencies. 2: The refocusing lobe ensures that 
the center of k-space is visited halfway through the symmetric RF pulse. Image reproduced 
with permission of the rights holder, copyright © 1989 Elsevier Inc. [1]. 
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transmit k-space trajectory. As the gradient waveform is also determined via the chosen k-

space trajectory, and we can identify the corresponding time-varying shape of the RF pulse 

through:  

 𝐵1(𝑡) = 𝑊(𝐤(𝑡)) |𝛾𝐆(𝑡)|.     (Eq. 6) 

2D spatially selective excitation 

Not only does the k-space approach to excitation allows for more creative excitation patterns 

than slices, it opens up the way to create excitation pulses that are spatially selective in more 

than one dimension. Most notable is two-dimensional spatially selective excitation (2D SSE, 

Figure 3), where an RF pulse is used together with two orthogonal gradient pulses [2]. By 

localizing the excitation in two dimensions, and thus the region from which signal is generated, 

the encoding burden on the rest of the acquisition scheme is reduced. It might be possible 

with 2D SSE to shorten pulse sequences or to reduce artifacts related to obtaining short pulse 

sequences using other acceleration techniques. Inherent to the small tip angle approximation 

used in this method, excitation amplitudes are limited to tip angles up to 90°, and the technique 

is thus not suitable to create inversion or refocusing pulses. 

 

Figure 3. 2D SSE a) Gradient waveforms, describing the spiral-in transmit k-space trajectory 
in b). Together with the RF waveform c) this produces a 2D SSE, of which an image and line 
profile are shown in d). Images reproduced with permission of the rights holder, copyright © 
1989 Elsevier Inc. [1]. 

a

c

b

d
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Numerically solving the discretized excitation equation 

Further advancement in the design of multidimensional selective excitation pulses came from 

Yip and coworkers in 2005 [3]. By discretizing the excitation equation (Equation 7), with time 

steps matching the RF pulse samples, the problem can be written as a matrix equation 

(Equation 8). The entries in the encoding matrix A are filled according to Equation 9, and the 

RF waveform b can now be solved numerically (Equation 10) instead of analytically. The 

conjugate-gradient (CG) method [4] known from image reconstruction was used for the 

iterative optimization. A regularization has been introduced, controlled by regularization factor 

β. The regularization limits the amplitude of the RF waveform b, thereby limiting the RF power 

(b’ b) and tissue heating (via the specific absorption rate (SAR)). The regularization also 

stabilizes the design problem, as the matrix A is typically ill-conditioned [5]. 

 𝑀𝑥𝑦(𝐱) ≈ 𝑖𝛾𝑀0∑ 𝑏𝑗
𝑁𝑡−1
𝑗=0 𝑒𝑖𝐱∙𝐤(𝑡𝑗)+𝑖∆ω(𝐱)[𝑡𝑗−𝑇]∆𝑡,    (Eq. 7) 

 𝐦 ≈ 𝐀𝐛,        (Eq. 8) 

 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑖𝛾𝑀0𝑒
𝑖𝐱𝑖∙𝐤(𝑡𝑗)+𝑖∆ω(𝐱𝑖)[𝑡𝑗−𝑇]∆𝑡,    (Eq. 9)  

 �̂� =  argmin
𝐛

{‖𝐀𝐛 − 𝐝‖𝐖
2 + β𝐛′𝐛}.     (Eq. 10)  

Additional improvement was made by taking into account local offsets in the resonance 

frequency Δω(x), which can be measured using a separate dual-echo gradient echo sequence 

(B0 map). This matches the initially proposed k-space trajectory to what is actually achieved. 

So-called ‘don’t-care’ regions were also introduced: through location-specific weighting (w) of 

the cost function of the numerical optimization, the weight of all locations outside a region of 

interest can be set to zero. In this way the air-containing voxels outside the body can be 

disregarded, further improving the fidelity of the targeted excitation pattern inside the region 

of interest, see Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. 2D SSE with iterative pulse design and ROI specification, phantom experiment. a) 
default excitation, b) 2D SSE, c) Bloch simulation of 2D SSE, the area outside the phantom 
(dashed circle) was specified as don’t-care region for the numerical optimization. Images 
reproduced with permission of the rights holder, copyright © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc. [3]. 

a b c
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Parallel transmit and ultra high field MRI: renewed interest 

As MRI scanners are manufactured with stronger main magnetic fields (offering increased 

magnetization), the effective RF field (and thus the resulting flip angle) becomes increasingly 

inhomogeneous inside the imaging objects. Parallel excitation using multiple transmit coils 

simultaneously (PTX) was invented to counteract this spatial inhomogeneity [6,7]. By taking 

into account the different coil sensitivities, and transmitting a unique waveform on every coil, 

the length of 2D SSE pulses could also be shortened compared single channel excitation [8]. 

Again, this technique on the transmit side has an earlier counterpart on the receive side: 

sensitivity encoded parallel imaging acceleration (SENSE) [9], explaining the other name for 

PTX: transmit SENSE. 

Parallel transmit pulse design 

Grissom and coworkers expanded the numerical pulse design method optimization with PTX 

[10]. The linearity of the system in the small tip angle regime allows the contributions of each 

transmit coil to be summed, taking into account the spatial sensitivity (s(x)) of each coil 

(labeled r).   

 𝑚(𝐱) = 𝑖𝛾𝑚0∑ 𝑠𝑟(𝐱)
𝑅
𝑟=1 ∫ 𝑏𝑟(𝑡)

𝑇

0
𝑒𝑖𝛾∆𝐵0(𝐱)(𝑡−𝑇)𝑒𝑖𝐱∙𝐤(𝑡)𝑑𝑡.   (Eq. 11) 

In the discretized form of the magnetization equation, the elements making up the encoding 

matrix A remain the same as in Equation 9, but the matrix A is concatenated for each transmit 

coil, and a diagonal matrix D is included that contains the coil sensitivity values (Equation 

12). Inherent to this method, instead of calculating one RF waveform, separate waveforms br 

are calculated for each transmit coil, to be transmitted simultaneously.  

 𝐦 = [𝐃1𝐀…𝐃𝑅𝐀] [
𝐛1
⋮
𝐛𝑅

] = 𝐀𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐛𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 .     (Eq. 12) 

This work has been hugely influential in the PTX community, as it was the first method that 

allowed PTX and transmit SENSE to be used in a simple way: PTX pulses could now 

calculated in the spatial domain rather than in the frequency domain [8]. All previous 

improvements such as local off-resonance correction and inclusion of ‘don’t-care’ regions 

were now also available to PTX pulse design. 

Time efficient pulse design 

The latest developments in multidimensional RF pulse design that are used in this thesis were 

described by Sbrizzi and coworkers in 2011 [5]. A technique known from numerical linear 

algebra was adapted for the calculation of several pulses with different regularization factors 

simultaneously: multi shift conjugate gradients for least squares (mCGLS) [11]. This speeds 

up the process as generally the optimal regularization factor is not known beforehand, but 

rather chosen based on an L-curve that shows excitation error versus pulse amplitude. Also, 

a second regularization term is introduced that acts on the time differential of the RF 

waveform. This has a practical advantage as it promotes smooth waveforms, which are more 
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likely to be generated accurately by the RF amplifiers. The numerical optimization in its final 

form is now: 

 �̂� =  argmin
𝐛

{‖𝐀𝐛 − 𝐝‖2
2 + β‖𝐛‖2

2 + η‖𝐃𝐛‖2
2},     (Eq. 13) 

with D the finite differences second derivative operator: 

 𝐃 =
1

∆𝑡
2

(

 
 

−2 1 0 0 ⋯
1 −2 1 0 ⋯
0 1 −2 1 ⋯
0 0 1 −2 ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱)

 
 

.      (Eq. 14) 

An example of 2D SSE using this latest method for RF pulse design is given in Figure 5. As 

the pulses are numerically optimized for personalized excitation targets and don’t-care 

regions, and including measured field maps, these are truly tailored excitation pulses. 

Applications of 2D SSE thus far 

Several advantages have been identified in the earliest studies where 2D SSE has been 

applied in MR angiography. A rectangular 2D SSE was shown to improve angiographic 

contrast in the abdomen through reduced saturation outside the FOV [12]. In MR angiography 

of the coronary artery, a 2D SSE allowed for better imaging using a shortened 3D zonal EPI 

sequence [13]. In both cases, 3D imaging with 2D SSE was compared to 2D imaging with 

slice-selective excitation.  

Figure 5. Mona Lisa’s portrait recreated using the mCGLS pulse design method [5]. Dual 
channel PTX was used, and a homogeneously doped phantom was imaged. Reproduced 
work from ‘Mona Lisa’s Magnetic Resonance’, Mooiweer et al., Great Italian Art and Food 
Challenge, ISMRM Milan (2014). 
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Later, 2D SSE was used to improve 2D imaging of the heart [14] and to reduce blurring in 

single shot fast spin echo sequences, [15,16]. Additionally, the SAR levels were reduced since 

less 180 degree refocusing pulses were needed in turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences and a 

shorter scan time was reported. It must be noted, however, that several reported advantages 

such as shorter scan times and related effects of reduced read out lengths, are not specific to 

2D SSE, and might also be achieved by other methods such as such as parallel imaging 

acceleration [9,17,18]. None of these studies were seriously continued, and these initial 

applications of 2D SSE remained isolated. 

A more persisting use of 2D SSE has been in EPI-based functional imaging (e.g. fMRI and 

DWI), where the benefits of limiting the excited area are more obvious. In these sequences a 

slice is completely encoded following one excitation, with single shot echo planar imaging (ss-

EPI). As T2 decay reduces the signal intensity along the length of the acquisition, the resulting 

Figure 6. Echo planar 2D SSE with slice selective refocusing. a) RF pulse amplitude (|B1|) 
and gradients, where ‘phase encoding’ gradients (GPE) and ‘slice selective’ gradients are used 
to distinguish to fast and slow encoding direction respectively. b) A simulation shows aliasing 
of the excitation pattern in the slow encoding direction, with excitation displacement between 
water and fat due to the chemical shift (Δdcs). Only one of the aliases of the water signal is 
selected to lead to signal generation, via a refocusing pulse (180° RF). c) A 2D image can 
now be generated with a single shot EPI sequence of reduced length. Image reproduced with 
permission of the rights holder, copyright © 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc. [23]. 
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images are often blurred in ss-EPI. Additional geometrical distortions emerge from phase 

accrual due to susceptibility-induced local off resonances. With 2D SSE, a slice can be 

acquired faster, blurring can be reduced, and susceptibility-related artifacts can be avoided 

[19–23]. Fat suppression in ss-EPI sequences can also be improved, as 2D SSE provides 

additional control over the direction of chemical shift in the excitation [21,23]. In these 

applications, refocusing pulses are often used for additional selectivity and the 2D SSE pulses 

are usually not individually tailored. See Figure 6 for an example. 

An alternative way to limit the excitation in 2D is to use 1D selective excitation and 1D selective 

refocusing at orthogonal angles [24]. This method, referred to as inner volume imaging (IVI), 

lacks most of the flexibility that personalized 2D SSE offers and, again, does not allow pure 

gradient echo imaging. Expanded to 3D selection, this method is often used in spectroscopy 

[25]. Here, the unavailability of a frequency encoded readout makes spatial localization of the 

acquisition more challenging. 

Aim of the thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to study 2D SSE for structural imaging at (ultra) high field (UHF), with 

a particular 3D imaging strategy that fully encodes the excited volume from 2D SSE. The two 

directions in which the field of excitation is limited are encoded using phase encoding, such 

that the unrestricted 3rd dimension can be encoded using frequency encoding (Figure 7). This 

approach has already been suggested in 1989 [26], but has not been developed further.  

C
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p
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PE2 

PE1 

FE 

Figure 7. Example of 2D SSE with a 3D acquisition (right column), lumbar spine. A 2D SSE 
(white circle) is created in the transverse plane, with no excitation selection in the orthogonal 
direction (feet-head, dashed white lines). A 3D acquisition can be planned such that both 
phase encoding direction (PE1, PE2) benefit from the limited excitation field in the transverse 
plane, and the frequency encode direction (FE, ‘read out’) coincides with the nonselective 
direction ( i.e. coronal or sagittal scan orientation). 
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The immediate incentive for investigating 2D SEE has been the installation of a 7 T scanner 

in Utrecht, for multiple reasons:  

- A major benefit of UHF is that the higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) allows imaging 

with increased resolution. Higher resolution requires a longer scan time, 2D SSE 

could reduce this. 

- On the other hand, 2D SSE can reduce the available SNR in an image compared to 

a full 3D acquisition as less samples result in lower noise averaging. UHF offers a 

higher signal level to start from, ameliorating this effect. 

- The transmit field at 7T is strongly inhomogeneous. 2D SSE pulses can create a 

homogeneous excitation locally, even when a single transmit coil is used, as transmit 

sensitivity information is taken into account in the design of the pulses. 

- Parallel transmit systems are often installed at 7T scanners, enabling 2D SSE pulse 

shortening through transmit SENSE. 

In particular, we hope to achieve: 1) 3D imaging at high isotropic resolution, 2) avoiding 

artifacts by strategically targeting the 2D SSE to exclude artifact-generating tissues. 

Numerically designed, field-informed, 2D SSE pulses are considered, that are calculated 

based on spiral k-space trajectories. Spiral transmit k-space trajectories are chosen as they 

can reduce the field of excitation indiscriminately in the two dimensions. In contrast, echo-

planar k-space trajectories are defined along a fast and a slow k-space traversing speed. In 

the fast direction, a sharp excitation profile can be created, similar to slice-selection, but the 

selection fidelity of the second dimension is far more limited, such that additional refocusing 

selection is needed. Spiral excitation pulses can be used without additional pulses, possibly 

replacing all excitation pulses in a (gradient echo) sequence. Furthermore, in echo-planar 

pulses the center of k-space coincides with the center of the pulse, meaning that the shortest 

echo time is limited to at least half the pulse length. With trajectories that spiral inwards, the 

pulse ends in the center of k-space and no re-phasing is needed, allowing a short echo time. 

Outline of the thesis 

The aorta covers a small area on a transverse slice through the body, but is long in the feet 

head dimension, matching the intended application geometry of 2D SSE. Moreover, the 

standard imaging method was 2D, with anisotropic voxels sizes (largest along the length of 

the aorta) and gaps between the slices. In Chapter 2, a new approach to 3D imaging the 

vessel wall of the aorta was developed with the use of 2D SSE. This required re-thinking of 

the black-blood methods and adapting the pulse design strategy to the particular task at hand. 

Field maps that are obtained in the body often contain (motion) artifacts, and considering the 

large vertical range that we intended to image the aorta, the values obtained on one two-

dimensional slice are not likely to be representative for the whole volume. Instead, an average 

representative value was chosen which was used for all voxels inside the region of pulse 

design. Improved image quality of the vessel wall was shown, compared an optimized 3D 

protocol with conventional excitation, mostly owing to the suppression of motion artifacts 

originating from the abdomen. This study was conducted at 3T. 

In Chapter 3 the interplay between 2D SSE and parallel imaging is studied. The standard way 

of adapting an existing sequence to incorporate 2D SSE has always been to reduce the field 
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of view (rFOV) according to the excitation area. An rFOV is also used in parallel imaging 

acceleration, but aliasing artifacts are avoided through the use of receive coil sensitivity 

information. A greater flexibility can be obtained if 2D SSE and SENSE are combined into 

rSENSE.  

Whereas initially gradient-echo based sequences are considered, in Chapter 4 the application 

of 2D SSE for TSE sequences is studied. 3D TSE with variable refocusing angles is often 

used for 7T imaging. Although our small-tip angle based pulse design method restricts us from 

calculating 2D selective refocusing pulses, the 3D TSE sequence can easily be combined with 

2D SSE by only replacing the excitation pulse; the highly efficient non-selective refocusing 

pulses of variable flip angle can remain unchanged. This combination of custom excitation 

with standard refocusing pulses forces us to keep a close eye on the CPMG conditions. We 

describe how excitation pulses can be designed using the information that is available from 

B1
+ mapping, such that they are compatible with default nonselective refocusing pulses for 

TSE imaging. 

In the Chapter 5 we revisit our initial goal: improving structural imaging at 7T, by reporting on 

ultra-high resolution imaging of the hippocampus. The excitation pattern was designed to 

avoid possible artifacts originating from outside the hippocampus, such as the brain stem. 

Care was also taken to benchmark the 2D SSE approach against conventional methods. The 

study showed that 0.35mm isotropic voxels are possible by using 2D SSE, in scan time of 

only 10 minutes. For this, the flexibility of the rSENSE method as described in chapter 3 was 

exploited.  

The results of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 6 and a general discussion is provided.  
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Chapter 2 
Fast 3D isotropic imaging of the aortic 

vessel wall by application of 2D spatially 

selective excitation and a new way of 

inversion recovery for black blood imaging 
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Abstract 

Purpose: Aortic vessel wall imaging requires large coverage and a high spatial resolution, 

which makes it prohibitively time-consuming for clinical use. This work explores the feasibility 

of imaging the descending aorta in acceptable scan time, using 2D spatially selective 

excitation and a new way of inversion recovery for black blood imaging. 

Methods: The excitation pattern and field of view in a 3D gradient echo sequence are reduced 

in two dimensions, following the aorta’s anisotropic geometry. Black blood contrast is obtained 

by partially inverting the bloods magnetization in the heart at the start of the cardiac cycle. 

Imaging is delayed until the inverted blood has filled the desired part of the aorta. The flip 

angle and delay are determined such that the blood signal is nulled upon arrival in the aorta. 

Results: Experiments on eight volunteers showed that the descending aortic vessel wall could 

be imaged over more than 15 cm at a maximal resolution of 1.5x1.5x1.5mm3 in less than 5 

minutes minimal scan time. 

Conclusion: This feasibility study demonstrates that time-efficient isotropic imaging of the 

descending aorta is possible by using 2D spatially selective excitation for motion artifact 

reduction and a new way of inversion recovery for black blood imaging. 
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Introduction 

Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory condition affecting the large and medium sized arteries 

and remains one of the most common causes of death worldwide (1). Its clinical sequelae 

affect millions of people every year. Plaque formation plays an essential role in the 

atherosclerotic pathophysiological pathway. Since plaque formation is a gradual process, 

timely detection and treatment is an important aim of prevention programs. MRI is a powerful 

tool for studying atherosclerosis (2,3). The aorta and the carotid arteries are strongly 

susceptible to atherosclerosis. Therefore appropriate, time-efficient sequences to image these 

vessels are highly desirable. The following specific properties define an adequate protocol for 

vessel wall characterization: sufficient spatial resolution, sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

and a field of view (FOV) that covers a large part of the vessel. Blood signal suppression, in 

short ‘black blood’ (BB), is also required to increase contrast between blood and vessel wall 

(2,4) and to prevent overestimation of vessel wall thickness due to slow flowing blood (5).  

The current standard in MR based aortic wall visualization is Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) imaging 

combined with a dual inversion recovery (DIR) prepulse to obtain BB (6). Typically, high in-

plane spatial resolution (1.0 x 1.0 mm2) is used in combination with a much coarser slice 

thickness (5 mm, necessary to achieve adequate SNR) and gaps between the slices to 

accommodate imperfect slice profiles. Probing the atherosclerotic burden of the entire 

descending aorta would be very time-consuming using DIR TSE. Alternatively, several 3D 

imaging methods have been described where high resolution isotropic voxels allow for 

inspection of the vessel wall in any arbitrary direction (7). T1-SPACE is a 3D TSE sequence 

that shows promising image quality but requires over 30 minutes to image the entire 

descending aorta (8,9). The use of diffusion sensitizing gradients in 3D sequences has been 

demonstrated in the aorta (10), carotid arteries (11) and the heart (12). However, the diffusion 

sensitizing gradients can lead to some signal losses because of T2 decay and true diffusion 

effects. In addition, Roes et al (13) have described a 3D acquisition of the aorta using DIR 

combined with Turbo Field Echo (TFE) imaging, but the slab thickness of 2 cm makes it 

impractical for imaging the entire descending aorta.  

Imaging time of the aorta can be shortened by choosing a reduced field of view (rFOV) to 

match the vessel’s area on a transverse plane. This can be achieved by limiting the signal 

generating area, either by orthogonal excitation and refocusing pulses (14) or by two-

dimensional spatially selective excitation pulses (2D SSE) (15–17). The rFOV approach has 

been employed to shorten scan times of DIR TSE and other sequences (18–22). However, 

the amount of longitudinal information is still limited because of the slice selective imaging 

sequences that are being used.  

We propose a 3D gradient echo sequence that is specifically optimized for the aorta’s 

anisotropic geometry. Two-dimensional spatially selective RF pulses are used to create a 

column-like excitation profile around the aorta, facilitating a rFOV with frequency encoding 

(“read out”) along the longitudinal direction and phase encoding in the other two directions. 

Scan time reduction by using this rFOV is one of the possible advantages of 2D SSE. Another 

possible advantage of 2D SSE is that mobile tissue structures, which would otherwise lead to 

motion artifacts, can now be avoided in excitation, alleviating the need for breathing motion 

compensating techniques. 
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We also present a BB method that can be combined with the 3D acquisition. The BB method 

is based on saturating the magnetization of blood at the time of acquisition. Saturation is 

applied, not as it is typically done in a slice above and below the targeted imaging slice (23,24), 

but in a volume encompassing the heart’s left ventricle. The saturating pre-pulse is applied at 

the beginning of each cardiac cycle before the left ventricular blood is ejected into the aorta. 

The rFOV is acquired in the diastolic phase when the blood bolus has reached the descending 

aorta, resulting in BB contrast. In this phase of the heart cycle the flow through the aorta is 

slow, so the vessel wall is not expected to show pulsating motion which could lead to artifacts. 

The proposed sequence, together with the reduced acquisition geometry, is referred to as 3D 

BB rFOV. The aim of this study is to test the feasibility of the proposed 3D BB rFOV sequence 

to image the descending aorta in a time-efficient manner.  

Methods 

Subjects 

With approval of the Medical Ethics committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht, eight 

healthy volunteers without ferromagnetic implants were recruited and scanned. Four of the 

subjects were male, four female, and the average age was 25 (± 2) years. Written informed 

consent was obtained from all subjects.  

MRI system 

All scans were performed on a commercially available 3T multi-transmit MR system (Achieva, 

software release 3.2.1, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), with a maximum gradient 

amplitude of 40 mT/m and maximum gradient slew rate of 200 mT/m/ms. Subjects were 

positioned between the anterior and posterior elements of a 32-channel phased array cardiac 

receiver coil (Philips). The scanner software was extended with an external RF and gradient 

waveform interface, which was used to load the subject specific pulses. First order B0 shim 

correction was performed on a volume of 100 x 100 x 300 mm3 around the descending aorta.  

2D spatially selective pulse design 

A flow chart of the pulse design process is shown in Figure 1a. In order to design an RF and 

gradient pulse combination that excites the desired 2D profile, B0 and B1
+ information together 

with the subject’s geometry are needed. Therefore, maps of the local B0 offsets (delta TE: 2.3 

ms, scan time: 18 s) and B1
+ efficiency (dual TR method (25), TR extension: 80 ms, scan time: 

74 s7) were acquired of a transverse slice in the abdomen. In the pulse design process 

however, both the field maps were assumed to be uniform in the transverse plane since only 

one 2D spatially selective pulse is used to excite a 3D volume. The average value of the field 

maps measured in the aorta and direct surroundings was used for the whole transverse plane, 

to minimize excitation errors in the area of interest. A mask indicating the subject’s torso was 

drawn on the first echo image of the B0 map; the area outside this mask is not incorporated in 

the pulse design. The position of the aorta in the transverse plane was determined from 

transverse localizer images extending from the heart to the abdomen. An area covering these 

positions was specified as the target magnetization profile (Figure 1b).  
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A spiral-in transmit k-space trajectory was designed within hardware limitations of the gradient 

system, with a maximum spatial frequency of 3 rad/cm to result in a pulse length of 

approximately 8 ms. High spatial frequencies of the target magnetization profile were filtered 

out by a two-dimensional Tukey window. The remaining profile was apodized in the frequency 

domain to match the extent of the transmit k-space trajectory.  

Figure 1. a: Flow chart of the pulse design process. b: Schematic overview of magnetization 
profile determination. Black box: full FOV, oval: outline of the body and mask for pulse design, 
hexagon: spine, circles: superposition of: A, aorta in the most caudal localizer scan and B, 
aorta in the most cranial localizer scan, dashed line: target magnetization profile. 

Figure 2. RF amplitude (a) and phase (b), and gradients (c) that result in the desired transmit 
k-space trajectory (d) and simulated transverse magnetization profile (e). The color filling 
representing the zero value in (e) was omitted to show the underlying anatomical scan. 
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2D SSE RF pulses (FA = 15˚) were calculated following the method described in (26), a typical 

example is shown in Figure 2. The gradient trajectories were pre-compensated for short-term 

eddy currents (typical time constant 43 μs) that are not corrected for in the scanner software. 

Individual pulse design processes took about 2 minutes using MATLAB (R2014a, The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) on a computer with a 2.5 GHz dual 

core processor and 8 GB RAM. 

Determining the rFOV geometry 

The effect of the 2D SSE pulses was assessed on a low resolution (3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm3) 

gradient echo scan of the entire torso (scan time ≅ 2.5 minutes). The rFOV was planned on 

this large FOV scan, taking into account the obtained excitation profile. The subject specific 

rFOV dimensions are listed in Table 1. 

 

Timing of the rFOV 3D BB TFE scan: 3D BB 

BB in the aorta for a 3D acquisition was achieved by nulling the longitudinal magnetization of 

the blood bolus in the aorta when the excitation pulses are applied for imaging. The sequence 

timing and geometry is illustrated in Figure 3. A saturation slab on the heart is timed directly 

after the R-wave is detected by electrocardiography (ECG) since the moments after the R-

wave coincide with the isovolumetric contraction of the ventricles and a large volume of blood 

is present in the left ventricle for saturation. The magnetization-saturated blood coming from 

the left ventricle will replace the blood in the descending aorta approximately 400 ms after the 

R-wave (27,28). From this time on, images of the aorta are acquired using TFE. The required 

interval between the saturation slab and TFE train is realized by adding 25 dummy startup 

echoes before the actual TFE train. Bloch simulations showed that the low flip angle (FA), 2D 

RF excitation pulses in the startup echoes do not significantly influence Mz regrowth of the 

blood (data not shown). The saturation pulse intensity is increased to the empirically derived 

FA of 216˚. This FA was found to result in the best BB contrast after evaluating different flip 

angles (168, 192, 216 and 240˚). This increased FA was needed to pre-compensate for T1 

recovery of the blood during the interval (assuming a blood T1 of 1650 ms at 3T (29)) and to 

Subject rFOV (FH, 

AP, RL) 

(mm) 

Voxel size (FH, 

AP, RL) (mm) 

TFE 

factor 

Startup 

echoes 

TR BB 

delay 

(ms) 

Minimal 

acquisition 

time 

1 425, 138, 99 1.50, 1.53, 1.50 30 25 16 400 4:14 

2 425, 138, 99 1.50, 1.84, 1.50 25 25 16 400 3:54 

3 425, 138, 99 1.50, 1.84, 1.50 25 25 17 425 4:14 

4 425, 138, 99 1.50, 1.84, 1.50 25 25 17 425 4:14 

5 425, 138, 80 1.50, 1.84, 1.50 25 25 16 400 3:26 

6 425, 138, 80 1.50, 1.72, 1.50 20 25 16 400 3:45 

7 425, 138, 80 1.50, 1.56, 1.50 25 25 16 400 4:13 

8 425, 138, 99 1.50, 1.50, 1.50 14 20 16 320 4:33 

Table 1. Parameters of the 3D BB rFOV scans for 8 volunteers. Inter subject variations in 
rFOV and heart rate required subject specific timing properties, resulting into slight variations 
in voxel sizes. The actual acquisition time can be larger than the minimal acquisition time due 
to heart rate irregularities. 
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take into account the local transmit efficiency. In fact, the saturation pulse can be viewed as 

a partial inversion pulse that leads to signal saturation at the time of imaging.  

Based on the ECG-detected heart rate, small changes in the number of startup echoes and 

the TFE factor were made. The individually adapted acquisition parameters are listed in Table 

1. While an isotropic resolution of 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm3 was demanded, subject specific 

geometries and timing parameters resulted in up to 23% larger voxel sizes in the AP direction. 

The fixed scan parameters were: sagittal slice orientation, multi shot TFE, profile order: low-

high, TR: shortest (16 - 17 ms), ECG trigger delay: shortest, TE: 2.3 ms, FA: 15˚, reconstructed 

voxel sixe: 1.5 mm, SENSE: 1x1. Fat suppression was achieved by globally applying a 

Spectral Presaturation with Inversion Recovery (SPIR) pulse before the spatial saturation 

pulse for BB. Also, as part of the standard 3D gradient echo scan protocol, oversampling with 

a factor 1.4 is applied in the slice direction (left-right). 

Additional scans 

To show that the combination of 2D SSE and 3D BB is needed to generate useful images, 

two additional scans were performed in which one of the techniques was not used. First, 

instead of the 2D SSE pulse, a standard slice selective excitation pulse was chosen. 

Accordingly, the FOV was extended to cover the complete AP span of the subjects. In RL 

direction the number of sagittal slices was chosen to tightly fit the aorta. Second, in one subject 

an ECG-triggered 3D TFE rFOV scan with and without saturation slab was made to illustrate 

the effect of the 3D BB method. 

  

Figure 3. a: timing of the 3D BB rFOV sequence with respect to the ECG signal. b: Positioning 
of the spatial saturation slab (SAT), sketched in the sagittal plane. 
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For five out of eighth subjects, higher spatial resolution images of 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm3 were 

also obtained using the 3D BB rFOV sequence. The aim of these scans was to investigate 

whether a higher resolution scan would improve vessel wall delineation with still acceptable 

SNR. Theoretically the SNR is expected to be almost half that of the 1.5 mm scans (SNR1mm3 

= SNR1.5mm3 /√(1.53)).  

Image Evaluation 

The extent of the aorta that can be imaged with BB properties is determined by the length of 

the blood bolus that is ejected by the left ventricle and underwent magnetization saturation in 

the heart. To quantitatively assess the extent over which BB contrast was achieved, the 

average signal intensity from the lumen was measured for every transverse reformatted slice 

containing the descending aorta. This average intensity was normalized to the average 

intensity of the vessel wall to take into account absolute signal fluctuations related to coil 

sensitivities. Vessel wall and lumen contours were determined using VesselMASS (Medis 

specials, Leiden, The Netherlands) (30). Contours were manually drawn in the first and last 

slice that depicted the aorta and every 11th slice in between. Interpolation was used to 

determine the contours in the remaining slices.  

For every subject, transverse reformatted images of the vessel wall at 16.5 mm intervals were 

visually scored by 3 observers (HA, AE, TL). All images were anonymized and presented in 

random order to the observers. The marks were as follows (31,32): 1: undistinguishable aortic 

wall, 2: partially visible aortic wall (<50% of circumference) but with incomplete borders, 3: 

partially visible aortic wall (50% – 75% of circumference) and distinguishable from the lumen 

and surrounding; 4: mostly distinguishable aortic vessel wall with only small portions (<25%) 

of the vessel wall not visible, and 5: the aortic vessel wall is completely visible with sharply 

defined borders. Images scored 4 or higher were considered to be of adequate quality for 

potential future clinical applications (31). 

  

Figure 4. Low resolution 3D full FOV scan 
showing the 2D excitation pattern in the 
coronal (a), transverse (b) and sagittal (c) 
plane. The transverse image was 
reformatted at the height of the B0 and B1+ 
maps used for pulse design and the 
locations of the coronal and sagittal scans 
are marked in all three images. 
Arrowheads point to the aorta. 
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Results 

The typical excitation pattern of the 2D SSE pulses is shown in Figure 4, in a low resolution 

scan across the entire torso. A large signal intensity difference between the region of interest 

(in the center of the transverse image, around the descending aorta) and the rest of the FOV 

can be observed. A typical example of a 3D BB scan without 2D SSE and rFOV is shown in 

Figures 5a and 5b. Noticeable motion artifacts are present in these images. To illustrate the 

effect of the saturation prepulse, Figures 5c and 5d show transverse reformatted slices of the 

3D BB rFOV scans without and with saturation for BB contrast. In the former case, the 

distinction between blood and vessel wall can hardly be made, while in the latter case the BB 

contrast allows for vessel wall characterization. 

3D BB rFOV datasets were successfully acquired in all 8 subjects. Examples are summarized 

in Figure 6, where transverse reformatted images are shown of all volunteers. Clear depiction 

of the aortic vessel wall can be observed in most images. Several images, mostly in the lower, 

abdominal, regions show substantial signal intensity in the aortic lumen.  

Image analysis 

Figure 7 shows the image evaluation on BB and vessel wall visibility for all subjects. Slices 

with an intensity ratio of 0.5 or lower corresponded well with manually observed adequate 

blood to vessel wall contrast. An average number of 118 ± 18 slices of the descending aorta 

could successfully be imaged with BB contrast, with a minimum of 91 and a maximum of 134 

slices per subject. This corresponds to 17.7 ± 2.7 cm.  

The vessel wall scoring to assess the SSE fidelity follows the trend of the lumen intensity ratio. 

In the most caudal sections of the aorta the vessel wall visibility is low and the blood signal is 

high. Furthermore, vessel wall imaging quality locally degrades around 120 cm from the aortic 

arch. This position corresponds to the level of the thoracic diaphragm. Over all subjects, 63% 

± 14% of the slices presented to the experts were scored to be of adequate quality by all 

Figure 5. Scans showing the effects on 
vessel wall imaging of a full FOV in 
combination with the 3D BB method (a,b), 
of a rFOV without 3D BB (c), and of both 
the 3D BB and rFOV methods combined 
(d). Subfigures b, c, and d are transverse 
reformatted and cropped images, with the 
location of b marked with a line in a. 
Arrowheads point to motion artifacts in the 
sagittal (a) and transverse (b) slices of the 
full FOV scan. The images in c and d show 
a different subject than b, yet at a similar 
anatomical location. 
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observers. Interpolating this ratio to the 179 ± 20 transverse slices containing the descending 

aorta leads to an average number of 112 ± 30 (min 70, max 165) slices per subject that are 

suitable for evaluation.  

Figure 6. Reduced field of view images of the aortic vessel wall for all volunteers (1-8, left to 
right). Cross sections of the original sagittal scans are shown with 4.5 cm interval (top to 
bottom) as marked in the sagittal scan on the left. The images are cropped tightly around the 
aorta. 
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High spatial resolution scans 

For five out of eight subjects an additional acquisition was made at a higher spatial resolution 

of 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm3, as shown in Figure 8. The increased spatial resolution can be 

appreciated in the sharper depiction of the aortic vessel wall as compared to Figure 6, but 

this comes at the expense of a slightly higher noise level.  

Discussion 

The 2D SSE pulses performed robustly in practice. Even though spatial B0 and B1
+ field 

variations were not taken into account and the pulses were calculated on one transverse slice 

only, no obvious signal folding back from excitation outside the rFOV was observed. At the 

longitudinal extremities of the FOV, blurring of the excitation profile due to B0 offset and signal 

loss due to B1
+ reduction are expected. Still, a high number of transverse slices with adequate 

vessel wall visibility could be observed. The reduced image quality around 12 cm below the 

aortic arch is thought to be due to B0-variations near the diaphragm, amplified by breathing 

effects. This may be counteracted by imaging only in the expiration phase of the breathing 

cycle, at the expense of a significantly increased scan time. Another point is that the usage of 

subject specific pulses requires more preparation steps than using regular excitation pulses. 

This process costs time, but integrating it with the scanner software could reduce it.  

Fat suppression is necessary because the 2D SSE pulses are designed for the resonance 

frequency of water rather than fat. Because of the additional delay needed for BB, between 

the prepulses and the acquisition, the effectiveness of the fat suppressing prepulse is 

expected to be reduced. Nonetheless, no significant fold back artifacts from fat signal outside 

the rFOV were observed. 

Figure 7. a: Example of vessel wall contour definition in VesselMASS. Red contour: 

demarcation of the lumen, green contour: demarcation of the outer edge vessel wall. b: 

Number of observers scoring adequate image quality (black circles) and the ratio of average 

signal level of the lumen to that of the vessel wall for all subjects (black continuous line). The 

horizontal black line is a guide to the eye at the vertical position of all three observers scoring 

adequate image quality.  
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Figure 8. Reduced field of view images of the aortic vessel wall for five volunteers (4-8, left to 
right) at 1 mm3 resolution. Cross sections of the original sagittal scans are shown with 4.5 cm 
interval (top to bottom) as marked in the sagittal scan on the left. The images are cropped 
tightly around the aorta. Divergent from the 3D BB rFOV protocol, the scans in subject 4 and 
5 were acquired using SENSE factor 1.5 in AP and RL directions and 2 signal averages. 
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From the image quality analysis, 112 ± 30 slices of 1.5 mm thickness per subject were found 

to be of adequate image quality. Although some slices had to be discarded, in principle this 

technique offers inspection of the vessel wall over a contiguous volume. Images were 

acquired with an average minimum scan time of 4:04 minutes, corresponding to 2.2 ± 0.7 

seconds per transverse slice. The reported minimal scan time does not take into account 

additional time required (up to 50%) due to non-perfect detection of the R-wave (with irregular 

heart rates). Still, the coverage of 3D BB rFOV is much larger and with greater longitudinal 

detail than what the conventional techniques can achieve in the same scan time (DIR TSE: 9 

slices of 5 mm thickness in 5 minutes, zoom-DIR/QIR: 33 slices of 5 mm thickness at 11 

heartbeats per slice). Only SPACE imaging is approaching the efficiency of 3D BB rFOV 

imaging. While Mihai et al. still need 30 minutes for 3D imaging the entire descending aorta 

(8), Dragonu et al. recently showed imaging of the entire aorta at 1 mm3 isotropic resolution 

in 8:17 minutes ± 1:48 minutes (33). However, this was done using a T2-weighted sequence, 

while T1-weighting is desired for plaque analysis.  

The 3D BB method by partial inversion in the heart can provide BB contrast in a large part of 

the aorta: on average 118 ± 18 slices of 1.5 mm thickness per subject. This method could be 

combined with a wide variety of sequences, but is inherently limited by the blood volume 

ejected into the aorta. It would be interesting to see the performance of this technique in 

populations with suspected or known atherosclerotic disease. If the displacement of partially 

inverted blood is larger than the imaging volume after 400 ms, no difference in black blood 

properties is to be expected compared to healthy volunteers. However, when the 

displacement of the bolus does not reach the end of the imaging volume at the start of the 

acquisition a smaller portion of the aorta is expected to be imaged with black blood properties. 

If the cardiac output is sufficiently large, the BB delay can be increased (with corresponding 

higher FA) to improve the BB coverage. For future clinical application of the proposed method, 

automatic computation of the inversion delay time based on heart rate could be added to the 

scanner software. If so desired, the 2D rFOV with a 3D read out can also be combined with 

other black blood techniques. 

The minimal TR available in the proposed sequence was higher (16 - 17 ms) than necessary 

to take into account the encoding gradients durations and SAR levels. In fact, a TR shorter 

than twice the excitation pulse duration was not allowed. This is probably a limitation imposed 

by the gradient duty cycle model of the scanner. Shorter pulses could increase the efficiency 

of the sequence, for instance these could be achieved by using Transmit SENSE (34). 

However, shortening the TR will result in a lower signal level and a different effective contrast 

mechanism for which the vessel wall depiction quality has not been evaluated.  

The motion artifacts present in the 3D BB scans without 2D SSE and rFOV can typically be 

avoided by using frequency encoding in the AP direction. However, this would lead to a longer 

scan time of about 8 minutes. By using 2D SSE these motion artifacts can be avoided and 

efficient imaging with frequency encoding in the longitudinal direction can be achieved. 

Compared to the sagittal acquisition with frequency encoding in the AP direction to avoid 

motion artifacts, the rFOV approach is roughly 2 times faster. 

The currently investigated 3D BB rFOV sequence does not yield enough SNR to facilitate 1 

mm isotropic resolution, as was demonstrated by the high spatial resolution scans. Signal 
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averaging or moderately increasing the rFOV can be employed to increase the SNR. 

However, this comes at the expense of an increased scan time. 

A limitation of this study is the low number of participants. Before clinical implementation, this 

sequence should be tested in a larger number of participants. Also, a direct comparison 

between the proposed technique and other 3D BB methods is recommended. These studies 

are conducted preferably in patients with proven atherosclerosis, to evaluate the BB 

effectiveness under the physiological conditions in which the vessel wall imaging sequences 

are to be employed. The images presented in this paper are T1 weighted. Although T1 is the 

most important contrast mechanism in plaque detection and analysis, further studies on this 

subject may require a multi-contrast approach to acquire more information on the plaque’s 

composition. T2 weighted imaging can be achieved by changing sequence timing parameters, 

or by adding pre-pulses.  

Conclusion 

By using 2D spatially selective pulses, we have successfully imaged the descending aorta in 

3D at isotropic resolution. A new way of inversion recovery for black blood imaging suitable 

for 3D imaging has been introduced which employs spatial saturation and the natural flow of 

blood. This BB technique provides sufficient contrast between the vessel wall and the lumen 

in the thorax, from the aortic arch to well below the diaphragm. The longitudinal coverage of 

the proposed method is larger and the longitudinal resolution is higher than currently available 

methods can obtain in the same scan time. 
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Chapter 3 
Combining a reduced field of excitation 

with SENSE-based parallel imaging for 

maximum imaging efficiency 
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Abstract 

Purpose: To show that a combination of parallel imaging using sensitivity encoding (SENSE) 

and inner volume imaging (IVI) combines the known benefits of both techniques. SENSE with 

a reduced field of excitation (rFOX) is termed rSENSE. 

Theory and Methods: The noise level in SENSE reconstructions is reduced by removing 

voxels from the unfolding process that are rendered silent by using rFOX. The silent voxels 

need to be identified beforehand, this is done by using rFOX in the coil sensitivity maps. In 

vivo experiments were performed at 7T using a 32 channel receive coil. 

Results: Good image quality could be obtained in vivo with rSENSE at acceleration factors 

that are higher than could be obtained using SENSE or IVI alone. With rSENSE we were also 

able to accelerate scans using an rFOX that was purposely designed to be imperfect or 

incompatible at all with IVI.  

Conclusion: rSENSE has been demonstrated in vivo with 2D RF pulses. Besides allowing 

additional scan acceleration, it offers a greater robustness and flexibility than IVI. The 

proposed method can be used with other field strengths, anatomies and other rFOX 

techniques. 
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Introduction 

Ever since the introduction of MRI, there has been a quest for methods that can shorten the 

image acquisition time. Both inner volume imaging (IVI) (2) and parallel imaging (PI) (3,4) are 

examples of non-sequence specific techniques that can be used to achieve this. In addition, 

these techniques improve image quality in sequences where T2/T2* decay causes blurring and 

distortions, by shortening the readout times (5–7). Furthermore, using IVI, movement artifacts 

can be avoided by not exciting (moving) areas outside the region of interest (ROI) (8,9). These 

techniques are especially interesting for ultra-high field imaging (≥7T) where an increased 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) allows for high resolution imaging, accompanied with prolonged 

scan-times and an amplification of the aforementioned image artifacts. 

In recent years, the realization arose that IVI, and in particular the signal-localization 

techniques that are used to facilitate this, could be used to improve PI. This is shown by a 

number of papers where an improved PI performance is described when the signal generating 

area was reduced in specific applications (10–15). Most notable is the work on zoomed 

GRAPPA (ZOOPPA) (10), where the signal in a part of the FOV is suppressed such that high 

GRAPPA acceleration factors can be used to achieve high resolution fMRI (12) and DWI (11) 

of the remaining areas. The authors of the former publication also noted that GRAPPA can be 

used to (retrospectively) reconstruct the full FOV from IVI images in cases where signal 

suppression was imperfect, which would otherwise lead to aliasing of this unwanted signal 

into the region of interest. An interesting take on the subject matter is provided by Taviani et 

al. who introduced the concept of virtual coil profiles for the combined use of a multi-band 

excitation pattern with PI (15).  

To effectively discuss the decoupling of IVI from the enabling techniques that limit the signal 

generating area, we introduce the term reduced field of excitation (rFOX). In this terminology, 

IVI is the combined use of rFOX and a reduced field of view (rFOV) (Figure 1e). Here rFOV 

is any encoded FOV that is smaller than the full FOV, usually matching the size and shape of 

the rFOX. The full FOV is the fully encoded FOV such that no aliasing occurs when a regular 

(1D selective) excitation is used. The method by which the rFOX is created is not relevant for 

the definition of the concept. 

Up to now, a detailed analysis of the interactions between rFOX and PI is missing, obscuring 

the potential applicability of the combination of these techniques. In the current work, we 

combine rFOX with SENSE (16,17). Since SENSE operates in the image domain instead of 

the k-space domain (GRAPPA (18)) it simplifies the conceptual and theoretical explanation of 

rFOX with PI.  

We argue that instead of combining rFOX with rFOV into IVI, or even applying PI on the rFOV 

acquired by IVI, PI alone is the preferred method to be combined with rFOX. When used 

correctly, PI gives an increased robustness towards imperfect suppression of signal outside 

the targeted ROI and in general a greater flexibility by allowing accelerated imaging of rFOX 

shapes that are incompatible with rFOV imaging. In particular, the combination of rFOX and 

SENSE is dubbed rSENSE, and is explained in detail in this manuscript. Several examples of 

rSENSE accelerated scans are given using subject-specific two-dimensionally selective 

radiofrequency (2D RF) pulses (19,20) to create the rFOX. This study has been presented in 

part at the annual meeting of the ISMRM in Toronto, Canada, in 2015 (1). 
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Theory 

The different ways in which a reduced field of excitation can be combined with a reduction of 

the acquired FOV or parallel imaging, are schematically reported in Figure 1. To understand 

the effect rFOX has on SENSE, we will briefly recapitulate the theory of SENSE (4). In 

particular, the way in which noise is propagated during SENSE reconstruction. The basic 

principle of SENSE is the unfolding of aliased voxel-values using coil sensitivity information. 

Compared to a fully (Nyquist) encoded FOV (Figure 1a), the density of the regularly sampled 

k-space lines is reduced by an acceleration factor R, shortening the acquisition by the same 

factor. Effectively, the encoded FOV is reduced by R as well, leading to R voxels aliasing 

(collapsing) onto each other, at every location in the reduced FOV (Figure 1b). This 

accumulated signal is detected by multiple coils simultaneously and needs to be unfolded in 

order to create an image of the full FOV (Figure 1c). The detected, aliased, signal per receive 

channel is assembled into a vector σ whose length is the number of receive coils (Ncoils). It 

follows that 𝛔 = 𝐒 𝛒, with S the Ncoils x R coil sensitivity matrix and ρ the true signal originating 

from the aliasing voxels (vector of length R). The true signal can be retrieved in a least squares 

sense via 𝛒 = (𝐒H𝐒)−1𝐒H 𝛔. The condition number of the matrix S describes how much the 

calculated value ρ changes with a small change in σ. Small changes in σ occur naturally and 

are randomly distributed across the image (noise), so an amplification of noise will occur when 

the problem is ill-conditioned. The level of noise amplification in each voxel depends on the 

spatial variation of the receive coil sensitivities and is represented by the geometry factor (g-

factor). When the noise correlation matrix between receive coils 𝚿 is also taken into account, 

the g-factor is defined as 𝑔j(R) = √[(𝑺
H𝜳−1𝑺)−1]j,j(𝑺

H𝜳−1𝑺)j,j (4), at voxel location j. The g-

factor is related to the SNR in a SENSE-accelerated image, compared to a fully sampled 

acquisition via 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐸(𝑅) = 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙/(𝑔√𝑅). The √𝑅 term follows from the reduced number 

Figure 1. Summary of different combinations of full and reduced Field Of View (FOV), Field 
Of Excitation (FOX), and Parallel Imaging. 
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of Fourier averaged samples contributing to the total SNR. This loss mechanism equally 

affects rFOV sequences without parallel imaging, such as IVI (Figure 1e): 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐼𝑉𝐼(𝑅) =

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙/√𝑅. For ideal SENSE unfolding, so without amplification of noise, g equals 1. Since 

in practice g > 1, the SNR in a scan using IVI will be higher than when SENSE is used to 

achieve the same scan acceleration factor. In contrast to IVI, however, SENSE will reconstruct 

the full FOV and not just the rFOV. 

In the here proposed rSENSE method (Figure 1f), rFOX is used to reduce the number of 

aliasing voxels at a given acceleration factor R. The reduced number of aliasing voxels (Rr) 

can be described using 𝑅𝑟 = 𝑅 × 
𝑃𝐸𝑟𝐹𝑂𝑋

𝑃𝐸𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑂𝑋
, where PErFOX and PEfullFOX are the number of 

excited voxels in the phase encoded directions using rFOX and full FOX respectively. In the 

unfolding procedure, the voxels that do not contribute any signal can be assigned a zero value 

in ρ and the columns of S corresponding to the coil sensitivities of these suppressed voxels 

can be removed from the matrix. Figure 2 illustrates this situation, where an rFOX is used to 

reduce the number of aliased voxels from four (A-D) to two (B and C only). Since the number 

of unknowns is reduced from R = 4 to Rr = 2, and the number of equations remains the same 

(Ncoils = 4), the system of equations is typically better conditioned. This is expressed in a lower 

condition number and g-factors, and results thus into a higher local SNR compared to 

excitation of the full field of view. An ideal unfolding situation can even be obtained when the 

size of the rFOX is the same as the rFOV obtained during SENSE acceleration. In this situation 

of matched excitation reduction and acceleration factor there is no aliasing of signal, g equals 

1, and the SNR of IVI and rSENSE should be equal. Acceleration beyond the ideal unfolding 

situation, while keeping the rFOX fixed, is possible using rSENSE (with an increased g-factor), 

though with IVI this would lead to signal aliasing without the ability to unfold it. 

Figure 2. Illustration and matrix representation of aliasing voxels (A,B,C,D) in a 4x under 
sampled acquisition with 4 receive coils (1,2,3,4). By changing the excitation from the full area 
(dotted ellipse) to a reduced field of excitation (filled grey ellipse) the signal contributions of 
voxels A and D vanish. In the corresponding matrix, ρA and ρD are set to 0, allowing the 
removal of columns S[1-4],A and S[1-4],D from the equation. 
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Methods 

Identification of voxels for exclusion 

Since rSENSE works by excluding ‘silent’ voxels from the inversion problem, we need to 

identify these voxels beforehand. In fact, voxels that lie outside the imaged object are already 

excluded to improve SNR in regular SENSE (4). In the general implementation of SENSE, 

these voxels outside the body are easily identified on the separately acquired, 1D-selective, 

coil sensitivity maps. In our implementation of rSENSE low flip angle 2D RF pulses are used 

to create the rFOX. The coil sensitivity mapping scan is in fact a low flip angle gradient echo 

sequence. So we can simply use the same 2D RF pulses in the mapping sequence to create 

the rFOX and identify the signal-suppressed voxels inside the object in the same way as the 

voxels outside the body. 

Experimental validation of rSENSE 

A model situation was chosen to experimentally verify the rSENSE method, based on a 3D 

brain scan in sagittal orientation. An rFOX of 1/3rd the size of the head in both the phase 

encoding directions (AP and RL) was chosen (dubbed rFOX shape 1). This geometry allows 

the comparison of scan acceleration in two dimensions via rSENSE (Figure 1f), regular 

SENSE (Figure 1c) and IVI (Figure 1e). Additionally, rFOX was used in combination with 

SENSE unfolding using sensitivity maps of the full FOX, to show the incompatibility of this 

combination.  

Different 2D acceleration factors were used in the acquisitions: 2 x 2 = 4, 3 x 3 = 9, 4 x 4 = 16 

and 5 x 5 = 25. The IVI scan was acquired at an rFOV matching the rFOX, so at a 2D reduction 

factor of 3 x 3 = 9, compared to the full FOV. G-factor maps were generated to predict the 

performance of the SENSE and rSENSE accelerated scans. 

To show the robustness of rSENSE towards an imperfect rFOX, compared to IVI, a separate 

experiment was performed. Here an extra excitation ‘hotspot’ was added to the design of the 

2D RF pulses, outside rFOX shape 1, to simulate imperfect signal suppression (rFOX shape 

2).  

To show how rSENSE is flexible in accelerating acquisitions of different rFOX shapes that are 

incompatible with IVI, another additional experiment was performed. Here, the outer cortex 

was targeted as the ROI in RF pulse design, resulting in a ring-like rFOX with suppression of 

signal in the center of the brain (rFOX shape 3).  

General scan parameters 

All experiments were performed on a 7T MRI system (Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH, 

USA) using a 2-channel transmit coil and a 32-channel receive coil (both from Nova Medical, 

Wilmington, MA, USA). Healthy volunteers were scanned, after having provided informed 

consent. A modified version of the 3D whole brain protocol for 7T (21) was used. This gradient 

echo based sequence was chosen for its clinically relevant T2*-weighted contrast and 0.5 mm 

isotropic resolution, to facilitate the visual detection of changes in image quality. An EPI 

acceleration factor of 9 was used to keep scan times short, so that multiple scans using 
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different acceleration methods could be acquired from the same subject. Other scan 

parameters were: sagittal orientation, FOV: 210 x 210 x 180 mm (FH x AP x RL), TR: 75 ms, 

TE: 25 ms, FA: 15˚. Care was taken to disable any oversampling in the phase encoding 

directions (AP and RL). 

Details on rFOX generation and coil sensitivity mapping  

The 2D selective RF pulses were designed on-site using the numerical pulse design method 

described by Sbrizzi et al. (22). B1
+ and B0 information of a transverse slice at about half the 

FH length of the brain was used. B1
+ maps were acquired using the DREAM method (23), with 

STEAM flip angle 40˚. B0 maps were acquired using a ΔTE of 1.0 ms. The 2D RF pulses for 

rFOX shapes 1 and 2 were designed on a spiral-in k-space trajectory with a maximum value 

of 3 cm/rad, and a duration of 4.3 ms. For rFOX shape 3 a maximum k-space value of 5 cm/rad 

was chosen, leading to a duration of 8.9 ms. 

The sensitivity maps of the receive coils were based on coarse-resolution, proton density 

weighted, gradient echo scans. The maps were acquired in the standard 1D-selective way, 

and using the rFOX excitation pulses scaled down to FA = 1˚. Compared to the 1D selective 

scan, the TR was extended from 8 to 18 ms to fit the longer excitation pulses (39 ms for rFOX 

shape 3). To cross-check the efficacy of the 2D RF pulses in the sensitivity mapping 

sequence, we acquired a low-resolution (1,5 mm)3, T2* weighted, image without SENSE 

acceleration (SENSE 1 x 1). 

The coil sensitivity maps were conventionally acquired at an overly large FOV to facilitate a 

wide range of user-desired FOVs and over-sampling factors. To correctly calculate the g-

factor maps for the FOV used in the (r)SENSE accelerated scans, a set of sensitivity maps 

was also acquired using this FOV and orientation. 
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Image reconstruction 

Raw data of the T2*-weighted scans was saved in the k-space domain and reconstructed 

offline using ReconFrame (GyroTools LLC, Winterthur, Switzerland). The standard pipeline 

for SENSE unfolding was used, which included regularization (24). Additionally, the ‘Mask’ 

option of ReconFrame was enabled during reconstruction of the rSENSE accelerated scans 

to make sure that the silent voxels obtained with rFOX were excluded from the unfolding 

process. The ‘Mask’ option is designed to mask out noise only regions from the sensitivity 

maps and was used without any adjustments. 

Results 

rSENSE acceleration of a centered rFOX 

The efficacy of rFOX generation using 2D RF pulses is shown in Figure 3, for shape 1. In the 

SENSE reconstruction process, the summation of the receive coil sensitivity images is used 

to determine the voxels that are to be for excluded from reconstruction. Because of the 

matching signal generating areas in the T2* weighted scan and the summed coil sensitivity 

map, we expect adequate identification of the large number of silent voxels in rSENSE 

reconstruction. 

  

Figure 3. Full FOX (a, d) and rFOX 1 (b, c, e, f) applied to T2*-weighted images (a,b,c) and 
the receive coil sensitivity maps (summed signal, figures d,e,f). Figures c and f show the same 
data as b and e, but with a different a intensity window to reveal low intensity signals. 
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Figure 4. G-factor maps (a) calculated for acceleration in both phase encoded directions, for 
SENSE and rSENSE with rFOX shape 1. The mean and maximum values inside the ROI are 
plotted (b). 

Figure 5. Transversely reconstructed T2*-weighted images, showing the corpus callosum in 
one volunteer. SENSE, rSENSE, and SENSE unfolding of rFOX using a full FOX reference 
scan are used at increasing acceleration factors. The column on the right shows the full FOV 
image for anatomical reference, the other columns are zoomed images to show the ROI. Inner 
Volume Imaging using an rFOV of 1/3rd x 1/3rd the size of the full FOV is also shown. 
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Figure 4 shows the g-factor maps for increasing acceleration factors (AFs), using SENSE and 

rSENSE with rFOX shape 1. At AF = 2 x 2, the g-factor is still close to 1 for both methods. At 

AF = 3 x 3 a divergence between the g-factors can be seen, and slight difference in SNR can 

be expected. For AF = 4 x 4 and 5 x 5, g is much higher for SENSE compared to rSENSE. At 

these acceleration factors we expect to see substantial SNR differences, resulting in 

inadequate (using SENSE) and usable (using rSENSE) T2* weighted images. These AFs can’t 

be obtained when IVI is used with this rFOX: this would be limited to a FOV reduction of 3 x 

3. 

In Figure 5 we see how the image quality of rSENSE accelerated images compares to the 

other acceleration methods of the T2* weighted acquisitions. The regular SENSE accelerated 

scan shows signs of image quality degradation already at AF = 3 x 3, and artifacts are 

dominating the images’ appearance at higher acceleration factors. When rFOX is used, the 

image quality at 3 x 3 times under-sampling is comparable for all techniques. This includes 

the IVI image, confirming that rSENSE and IVI are equivalent when the g = 1 situation is 

realized. Furthermore, no noticeable artifacts are introduced at rSENSE acceleration factors 

of 4 x 4 and 5 x 5, only an increase in noise can be observed, as is expected from the 1/√𝑅 

relationship with SNR.  

When rFOX is used in combination with SENSE unfolding using a full FOX reference scan, 

we see that signal is incorrectly allocated to locations outside the targeted rFOX, at AF = 4 x 

4 and 5 x 5. This can be seen in the zoomed reproductions, and even more in the full FOV 

images.  

Figure 6 shows that rSENSE constantly provides good image quality when the experiment is 

repeated in multiple volunteers. Some variation in size and shape of the rFOX can be seen, 

partly corresponding to variations in head size between volunteers and partly due to 

inconsistencies in the manual planning of the rFOX. 

In Figure 7 we see transverse slices reconstructed at a lower position in the brain, showing 

the red nuclei and substantia nigra. Noteworthy here is that the SENSE accelerated images 

have severe artifacts whereas in the rSENSE accelerated images the actual brain structures 

can be seen. The banding artifacts originate from the rapid susceptibility changes near the 

nasal cavities. Because of intentional aliasing followed by SENSE unfolding, the artifacts are 

repeated across the full FOV, also into the ROI. When rSENSE is used, the locations that 

generate the artifacts are mostly outside the rFOX, thus preventing signal generation in this 

area of rapid susceptibility changes in the first place. Useful images were created with rSENSE 

acceleration, even though these basal ganglia are in a very challenging location because of 

pulsating motion associated with the lower brain region. 
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Testing the robustness and flexibility of rSENSE 

To demonstrate the robustness of rSENSE towards an imperfect rFOX we designed rFOX 

shape 2 to have a separate excitation hotspot in addition to the first rFOX shape. In Figure 8 

we see that the purposely introduced signal hotspot leads to several artifacts due to signal 

folding in the IVI images. When rSENSE is used, the location of the hotspot is revealed, and 

most of the aliasing artifacts are avoided. One artifact is greatly reduced in visibility, but is still 

present in the rSENSE image (white arrow). The g-factor remains close to 1, indicating little 

to no SNR loss with respect to an rSENSE acquisition of rFOX shape 1. 

An excitation pattern following the outer cortex (rFOX shape 3) is absolutely incompatible with 

IVI. Figure 9 shows that rFOX can still be used to speed up the acquisition of this rFOX shape, 

whereas simply unfolding this scan using the default full FOX coil sensitivity map leads to 

obvious artifacts. In this situation the number of signal contributing voxels was halved with 

respect to the full FOX, but an rSENSE acceleration factor of 3 x 3 = 9 could be used. 

Discussion 

This work proposed to combine rFOX with SENSE into rSENSE. By using rFOX in the coil 

sensitivity mapping procedure, information on the actual aliasing voxels can be provided to 

the unfolding algorithms, resulting in high quality images at ultra-high acceleration factors.  

The receive coil sensitivity scans combined well with the 2D spatially selective RF pulses that 

were used to create the rFOX. Voxels that were not excited were excluded from SENSE 

unfolding and the remaining voxels were successfully reconstructed. The extended TR in the 

Figure 6. rSENSE accelerated, T2*-weighted, images of the corpus callosum in 8 volunteers. 
AF = 5 x 5, rFOX shape 1 = 1/3 x 1/3 of full FOX. The images are transverse reconstructions 
form the sagitally acquired 3D scans, and zoomed to show the ROI. 
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sensitivity mapping scans lead to an increase in scan time of these scans, from 66 seconds 

in the regular 1D-selective scan to 148 seconds for rFOX shapes 1 and 2 and 324 seconds 

for rFOX shape 3. On one hand one could argue that an increased calibration scan time is 

permitted if the actual (functional) scan can be performed faster, or using shorter echo times. 

On the other hand other strategies for providing information of the rFOX could be envisaged 

that would require less scan time in the calibration phase of the scan protocol. For example, 

the targeted or simulated excitation pattern might be used as a mask on the regular full FOX 

coil sensitivity map.  

The newly proposed rSENSE method clearly performed better than regular SENSE when 

imaging a limited region of interest, as was predicted by a drastically reduced g-factor. At 

acceleration factors above the rFOV limit, regular SENSE creates unusable images while 

rSENSE results in excellent images in the corpus callosum and usable images in the red 

nuclei.  

When rFOX is combined with SENSE acceleration and a full FOX coil sensitivity scan, image 

quality is also improved significantly with respect to regular SENSE, but is not as good as 

rSENSE. This reduction in image quality is likely due to the incorrect unfolding of signal to 

voxels that did not contribute any to the aliased image. 

When an imperfect rFOX was simulated, we saw that rSENSE was capable of unfolding most 

of the extra signal to its origin, where in IVI this lead to aliasing. This exemplifies the 

robustness of rSENSE compared to IVI, and is therefore the preferred method. A prerequisite 

for this to work is that the location of the imperfection is known in the unfolding process. It can 

be measured during the coil sensitivity mapping, the simulated excitation pattern might be 

Figure 7. T2*-weighted images using SENSE (top row) and rSENSE (bottom row) at 5 x 5 
acceleration factor in 4 different volunteers. Transverse, zoomed in, slices are reproduced, 
showing the red nuclei and substantia nigra. 
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used as a mask on the regular full FOX coil sensitivity map. However, it remains to be 

determined to what extent a discrepancy between the simulated rFOX and the actual one 

could result in large reconstruction errors. In our example, one aliasing artifact was not 

completely removed. The spatial location of this signal was probably masked out in the 

reconstruction due to partial volume effects at the edge of the rFOX.  

Several other methods of achieving a reduced field of excitation are available, such as 

refocusing slices orthogonal to excitation (2), outer volume suppression with spatial saturation 

(25) and signal localization via violation of the CPMG conditions (26). The rSENSE method 

should work with either of these rFOX generating methods, but providing the voxels exclusion 

Figure 8. Images of rFOX shape 2 acquired using IVI and equivalent rSENSE acceleration 
factor. Transverse reconstructed slices showing the Corpus Callosum and Red Nuclei are 
shown, as well as g-factor maps for both locations. The rSENSE images and g-factor maps are 
cropped around the signal generating areas. Arrow and arrow heads point to aliasing artifacts. 
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information may not be as straightforward as with 2D RF pulses. In these cases a regular 1D 

selective coil sensitivity map might be used that is masked by the targeted or simulated rFOX. 

GRAPPA uses auto-calibration of the coil sensitivity during each sequence, possibly 

simplifying the process of performing rFOX-matched reconstructions. However, since 

GRAPPA operates in the k-space domain, an exact exclusion of silent voxels is not possible 

and the benefits of having fewer contributing voxels are not immediately clear. Still, certain 

benefits have been shown empirically (11–13).  

A previously explored strategy of using SENSE acceleration after applying IVI (27) should be 

identical to rSENSE when the rFOX perfectly matches the rFOV. In this approach there is no 

need to provide additional rFOX knowledge to the SENSE reconstruction, since this is 

implicitly supplied by defining the rFOV. However, one can no longer benefit from the 

robustness towards excitation errors offered by rSENSE and one is limited to rFOX shapes 

that perfectly match the (usually square shaped) rFOV. 

When rSENSE is considered to be used for accelerating an existing scan protocol, a short 

optimization of this protocol should be performed by determining the excitation target area, 

obtaining coil sensitivity maps and calculating g-factors for different acceleration factors. This 

is an additional effort to be performed before starting a new study that focusses on a particular 

region of interest, but results in a more effective scan protocol of which the cumulative benefits 

will be paramount when applied to a large number of examinations.  

Figure 9. PI accelerated (AF = 3 x 3), T2* weighted, transverse reconstructed images of rFOX 
shape 3, exciting the outer cortex. The images were reconstructed using rSENSE (left) and 
using the coil sensitivities of the full FOX (right). 
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In practice, voxel exclusion in SENSE unfolding is achieved through regularization instead of 

masking, as is clearly explained by Omer et al. (28). There are no obvious reasons why this 

would not be compatible with rFOX inclusion in the coil sensitivity maps. In fact, the 

performance of rSENSE might benefit from this method because it lacks a sharp transition 

between excluded and included voxels, as is the case with masking. 

In conclusion, we have shown how an rFOX is imaged most effectively: by combining rFOX 

and SENSE into rSENSE. Compared to SENSE of the full FOX, higher acceleration factors 

can be obtained. Compared to IVI, the rSENSE method offers greater geometrical flexibility 

and additional scan acceleration facilitated by PI. 
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Abstract  

A method is described to design parallel transmit (PTX) excitation pulses that are compatible 

with turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences, based on information available from conventional per-

channel B1
+ mapping. The excitation phase of PTX pulses that generate a reduced field of 

excitation (rFOX) is matched to the phase the quadrature mode of a PTX coil. This enables 

TSE imaging of a PTX-enabled rFOX excitation combined with standard nonselective 

refocusing pulses transmitted in the quadrature mode. In-vivo imaging experiments were 

performed at 7T using a dual channel parallel transmit head coil. In combination with 

simulations, the CPMG-required excitation phase was confirmed in TSE sequences with 

refocusing pulses of variable flip angle. Further experiments showed that the same rFOX was 

generated in TSE and gradient echo sequences, enabling high-resolution imaging with parallel 

imaging acceleration of the rFOX.  
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Introduction 

Tailored radio frequency (RF) excitation pulses [1] can create a personalized reduced field of 

excitation (rFOX), allowing acquisitions shortening [2] and avoiding motion artifacts from 

outside the region of interest [3]. These qualities are increasingly important at (ultra) high field, 

where the long scan times that are associated with high-resolution imaging increase the risk 

of motion artifacts. Parallel transmission (PTX) can be used to shorten tailored RF pulses [4]. 

Application of tailored excitation pulses is simple for gradient echo (GRE) sequences: through 

amplitude scaling any flip angle up to 90°can be obtained [5]. In turbo spin echo (TSE) 

sequences however, the CPMG conditions [6,7] constrain the phase of the tailored pulse: the 

excitation phase should offset the refocusing pulse’s phase by π/2, at every location of the 

imaged volume. This is particularly important when the refocusing pulses are nonselective 

and of variable flip angle (VFA) [8]. With these short, less than 180°, refocusing pulses, more 

than 100 echoes can be solicited from a single rFOX-generating tailored excitation pulse. The 

spiral-in transmit k-space trajectory is especially suited for this sequence: the center of k-

space is sampled at the end of the pulse, allowing the first pulse of the refocusing train to 

follow rapidly and consecutive pulses with short spacing. Although tailored excitation in 

combination with a default-mode (turbo) spin echo acquisition has been reported in the past 

[9,10], this has been done without describing how the phase of the personalized pulse should 

be treated. 

For the acceleration of rFOX-featuring sequences, rSENSE [3] has been shown to be more 

efficient than only reducing the field of view (FOV), allowing rFOX shapes that are non-

rectangular and discontinuous. This method works by excluding voxels from parallel imaging 

reconstruction, after identifying these voxels based on a receive coil reference scan acquired 

with the same rFOX. Since the reference scan is acquired with GRE sequences, tailored 

pulses that generate a sequence-nonspecific rFOX are advantageous for rSENSE 

acceleration of rFOX-TSE acquisitions.  

The aim of this paper is to provide this missing link between tailored pulses and nonselective 

refocusing pulses, thereby expanding their application to VFA-TSE sequences. Previous 

applications of rFOV imaging with TSE [9,10] illustrate the desire for such a combination, 

however the phase issue of CPMG was not addressed adequately. To allow the same pulse 

to be used in different sequence types, including rSENSE calibration scans, phase-matching 

is preferably achieved without sequence-specificity. Furthermore, we aim to achieve this by 

using the information that is already known from B1
+ maps used for PTX radiofrequency pulse 

design (RFPD).  

Materials and Methods 

Phase-matching conditions 

Tailored excitation pulses can in principle shape the magnetization pattern to any complex-

valued target. The RF waveforms are numerically optimized, in combination with predefined 

gradient waveforms, and taking into account measured field distributions (B0 and B1
+). 

Conversely, the nonselective refocusing pulses that follow the excitation pulse in VFA-TSE 
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sequences produce a spatial phase pattern that is governed solely by the transmit phase of 

the driving mode.  

The phase profile of the magnetization after excitation (𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑟)) should be CPMG-

matched to the phase of the refocusing pulses: 

 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑟) = π/2 + ∠[∑ 𝑐𝑗𝐴𝑗(r)𝑒
𝑖𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(r)𝑁

𝑗=1 ],  

where Aj(r) and 𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(r) are the amplitude and absolute phase of the B1
+ field per transmit 

channel j, at location r, for N channel, and the complex weights (𝑐𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗𝑒
𝑖𝜑𝑐,𝑗) govern the 

combination of individual transmit channels. As Aj(r) is measured using a B1
+-mapping 

method, and 𝑐𝑗 is defined, both of these are known. The transmit phase 𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(𝑟) is not known 

explicitly, but is nonetheless contained in any recorded signal, combined with additional 

contributions from the receive system and the specific sequence that was used to measure 

the signal.  

In B1
+-mapping methods that measure each channel sequentially (for example: AFI [11], 

DREAM [12,13]), the additional phase terms are identical for the measured signal1 of each 

transmit channel. This measured signal phase can be used, instead of the unknown absolute 

transmit phase, to define the transmit coil sensitivities in RFPD. Since the additional phase 

terms are equal for all channels, they will result in an offset in the magnetization phase with 

respect to any arbitrary target:  

 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑟) = 𝜑𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 (𝑟) − 𝜑𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟). 

For the magnetization to satisfy CPMG after excitation, the target phase requires pre-

correction for this phase offset: 

  𝜑𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑟) = π/2 + ∠[∑ 𝑐𝑗𝐴𝑗(r)𝑒
𝑖𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(r)𝑁

𝑗=1 ] +  𝜑𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟). 

Even though the individual phase elements are still undetermined, the total expression is 

found if we calculate the phase of the refocusing mode using the measured B1+ maps, where 

again the phase of the measured signals replaces the absolute transmit phase: 

∠[∑ 𝑐𝑗𝐴𝑗(r)𝑒
𝑖 (𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(r)+𝜑𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟))𝑁

𝑗=1 ]  =  ∠[∑ 𝑐𝑗𝐴𝑗(r)𝑒
𝑖𝜑𝑡𝑥,𝑗(r)𝑁

𝑗=1 ] + 𝜑𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑟).  

The phase is as an additional requirement next to the targeted magnitude profile that 

describes the rFOX. The resulting rFOX is therefore expected to be the same in both TSE and 

GRE sequences. 

Experiments 

All experiments were conducted with a birdcage head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) of 

which the two ports could be driven either in quadrature mode or independently, using the two 

transmit channels of the scanner (7T Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH). When 

                                                           
1 For example the stimulated echo and the free induction decay in DREAM [12] 
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tailored excitation pulses were used, the two channels were driven independently (PTX). 

During B1
+-mapping, one channel was active at a time. All other RF pulses were emitted using 

the quadrature mode. 

Healthy volunteers were scanned, after having provided informed consent. Calibration scans 

were performed as follows. First a B0-map (multi-echo 3D GRE, ΔTE = 1 ms) was acquired 

for image based shimming on the brain with up to 3rd order shims. These shim settings were 

used for all subsequent scans of the same subject. A second B0-map was acquired to 

determine the remaining static field variations for RFPD. For parallel imaging, the receive coil 

sensitivities (32 channel head coil, Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA) were measured using a 

3D spoiled GRE sequence at 1° flip angle. A signal was recorded once using the individual 

receive channels and (in lieu of a body coil as external reference source) once using the two-

channel head coil in quadrature mode. B1
+ maps of the individual transmit channels were 

acquired using DREAM [13] (FID first, STEAM angle 40°). 

Tailored pulses were computed on-site [14], using the B0 and B1
+ maps of one transverse 

slice, to generate a two-dimensionally selective rFOX. The complex RF waveforms were 

numerically optimized for a spiral k-space trajectory, of which the maximum k-space value to 

be sampled was adjusted for each experiment. Local SAR was monitored using a look-up-

table of maximum local SAR values for each combination of amplitude ratio and relative phase 

of the two channels, summed over all samples of the PTX RF pulses [15]. 

Parallel imaging acceleration of scans featuring an rFOX was done using rFOX-adapted 

SENSE: rSENSE [3]. A full FOV is reconstructed, but the reconstruction is informed of the 

rFOX so that voxels outside the rFOX can be ‘blanked’. For this, the receive coil sensitivity 

mapping was repeated with the same rFOX-generating pulses, scaled to 1° flip angle.  

Experiment 1: phase matching in a CPMG sequence, full brain excitation 

The first experiment was designed to test phase matching in a sequence in which the CPMG 

conditions are essential: VFA-TSE with 213 echoes per excitation. To facilitate analysis over 

a large area, the tailored pulse was targeted to excite the entire brain on a transverse slice. A 

second pulse was designed to target a spatially constant phase, reflecting a situation in which 

the transmit phase is (assumed to be) corrected for the phase of the quadrature mode. A third 

image was acquired using the scanner’s default non-selective excitation pulse.  

Pilot experiments (not shown) revealed a maximum achievable flip angle of 40°; higher values 

would exceed the hardware limit of 20 µT RF amplitude for these tailored excitation pulses 

(duration: 2.7 ms). This excitation flip angle was chosen for all scans in this experiment. 

Acquisition parameters are listed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Scan Parameters 

 

Experiment 2: phase-matched excitation pulses in GRE and TSE sequences, excitation 

of the visual cortex 

The second experiment tested if the same rFOX is created in GRE and TSE sequences. To 

this end, a tailored pulse was used in the low-resolution GRE-based sequence for receive coil 

sensitivity mapping. Subsequently, VFA-TSE images were acquired using the same excitation 

pulse, and using the coil sensitivity maps for rSENSE unfolding. A consistent rFOX between 

the calibration scan (GRE) and accelerated images (TSE) is important for this technique, 

otherwise signal unfolding artifacts could occur [3]. The rFOX target was the visual cortex and 

the hardware-limited flip angle was 85°. This was a small deviation from the 90° excitation in 

the reference VFA-TSE image with non-selective excitation and otherwise identical 

parameters. The receive coil mapping parameters were the same as the standard protocol, 

but with a longer TR to incorporate the tailored pulse (duration: 9.7 ms), see Table 1.  

  

 TSE Exp. 1 & 2 TSE Exp. 3 GRE Exp. 3 Receive coil 

mapping  

Scan type 3D VFA-TSE T2 3D VFA-TSE T2 3D GRE-EPI T2* 3D spoiled GRE  

FOV (mm3) (AP x RL x FH)  250 x 191 x 250 220 x 190 x 150 229 x 200 x 150 300 x 300 x 450 

Scan orientation sagittal sagittal sagittal transverse 

Resolution (mm) 1 x 1 x 1 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.6 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.35 4.7 x 4.7 x 4.7 

Undersampling factor 1.2 x 2.8 2.3 x 3.3 2.5 x 2.5 - 

Excitation flip angle (˚) 40A / 85B / 90C 90 22 1 

Shot length 213 162 9 - 

TSE echo spacing (ms) 2.3 3.5 - - 

TSE VFA range (˚) [10,90] [10,90] - - 

TE (ms) 281 (effective) 295 (effective) 27 0.79E / 0.71F 

TR (ms) 3,158 3,158 66E / 65F 8E / 39F 

Fat Suppression  SPAIRD SPAIRD - - 

Signal averages 2 2 1 2G 

Scan time (m:s) 9:45.6 10:16 7:20A / 7:17B 5:24 

A: Experiment 1, rFOX and standard excitation 

B: Experiment 2, rFOX  

C: Experiment 3, standard excitation 

D: SPAIR: Spectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery 

E: When a standard excitation pulse is used 

F: When a tailored rFOX pulse is used 

G: Two scans with different receive coil setups 
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Experiment 3: high resolution imaging of the temporal lobe using GRE and TSE 

In experiment 3, phase-matching was tested in an area that generally suffers from poor B1
+ 

performance at 7T, the temporal lobe. This rFOX was imaged at high resolution using both 

VFA-TSE and GRE with multishot EPI (GRE-EPI). Because of the small rFOX area, a higher 

SENSE factor could be chosen compared to the full brain excitation in Experiment 1. Pulse 

duration was 9.7 ms, scan parameters are in Table 1. 

Results 

Experiment 1: phase matching in a CPMG sequence, full brain excitation 

Figures 1a-d show the B1
+ maps and targets (Figures 1e and 1g) that were generated in this 

experiment. The phase-matched RF pulse had a maximum amplitude of only 11.7 µT, versus 

19.7 µT for the constant-phase-targeted pulse (Figures 1f and 1h).  

The TSE images with phase-matched excitation (Figures 2b and 2e) match the appearance 

of those acquired with standard excitation (Figures 2a and 2b). Patterns of reduced signal 

intensity are seen in the images with constant-phase excitation (Figures 2c and 2f). Bloch 

simulations[16] (Figure 2h) show the excitation phase is off-CPMG in the same area, 

confirming the sequence’s sensitivity to the CPMG conditions.  

  

Figure 1. Experiment 1: Full brain excitation. Measured B1
+ maps for both channels, a,b: 

amplitude and c,d: phase from the stimulated echo (STE) signal. e,g: Target magnetization 
phase pattern masked by the shape of the target magnetization amplitude, for the phase 
matched (c) and spatially constant phase pattern (g). Corresponding PTX RF amplitude 
waveforms (f,h).  
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Experiment 2: phase-matched excitation in GRE and TSE sequences, visual cortex 

The rFOX was successfully created in the GRE scan (Figures 3b and 3d), and similarly in the 

TSE scan (Figures 3e and 3g). No artifacts are observed when the zoomed-in rFOX-TSE and 

reference images (Figures 3i and 3j) are compared, confirming that rSENSE was applied 

successfully . 

Figure 2. Experiment 1, full brain excitation. a-f: 3D VFA-TSE images acquired using different 
excitation pulses in combination with nonselective refocusing pulses. a,d: Non-selective 
standard excitation pulse, b,e: quadrature phase matched tailored pulse with full brain target, 
c,f: constant phase tailored pulse with nearly full brain target. a-c: (native) sagittal orientation. 
d-f: transverse reconstructions at the position of the target slice, where the measured 
information was used in RFPD. g,h: Simulated difference between the phase of the tailored 
pulse and the phase pattern prescribed by CPMG, at the same transverse slice . Note that 
the in h the full range of values is shown, while in g the window of values is reduced to 1/4th 
to show any contrast. The pattern (marked with arrowheads) of locations with a large phase 
deviation (h) is similar to the signal loss in the TSE images in f. In the transverse plane, it 
mainly manifests as a ring-like structure, and extends in the feet-head direction, as can be 
seen in c. 
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Experiment 3: high resolution imaging of the temporal lobe using GRE and TSE 

High resolution images were successfully obtained (Figure 4). Some improvements in image 

quality can be seen in the rFOX images: the TSE image appears more homogeneous 

(Figures 4h vs. 4j) and the GRE-EPI displays a lower noise level towards the center of the 

brain (Figures 4g vs 4i). The first observation is attributed to a locally homogeneous 

excitation, the second to a lower g-factor from using rFOX with SENSE. 

Discussion 

This study has been performed as a proof of principle to show that subject specific 

multidimensional selective excitation can be performed with VFA-TSE and GRE acquisitions. 

The acquisitions with rFOX were accelerated using rSENSE: instead of reducing the 

Figure 3. Experiment 2, excitation of the visual cortex. a,b,c,d: Low resolution GRE images 
used for receive coil sensitivity mapping. e,f,g,h: TSE images using a 3D VFA acquisition and 
(r)SENSE acceleration. a,c: GRE with standard excitation for whole brain, b,d: GRE with 
phase matched rFOX, e,g: TSE with phase matched rFOX, f,h: TSE with standard excitation. 
Top row: sagittal (native) view, middle row: transverse (reformatted) view. Bottom row: 
zoomed-in sections of g,h. i: Phase matched rFOX, j: standard excitation. 
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prescribed FOV, the SENSE reconstruction is improved by the reduced number of voxels that 

require unfolding.  

Earlier work that featured tailored excitation in combination with VFA-TSE [10] used 

interferometrically acquired B1
+ maps of which the phase-implications are not described. We 

speculate that the sensitivity maps are pre-calibrated with respect to default excitation mode 

and the transceive phase, explaining the successful TSE experiments. 

For phase-matching, the phases of any B1
+-mapping method or other combination of signals 

can be used, provided that the transmit phase is the only phase contribution that varies 

between the individual signals. The presented method is developed from a PTX point-of-view, 

but is equally valid for single channel systems. However, transmit phase maps are no longer 

required here and the transmit phase and target phase could simply be defined as, 

respectively, zero and π/2 at every location. The phase can’t be ignored completely (as in a 

pure magnitude least squares optimization), since this would violate the CPMG conditions.  

A 90° flip angle was not always accomplished. RF amplitude-limiting techniques such as 

VERSE [17] may be used to reduce the amplitude, and possibly also the length [18], of the 

tailored pulses. The RF amplitude needed to excite the same rFOX was reduced when the 

target phase was matched to quadrature mode, compared to a constant target phase. This 

reduction is a noteworthy advantage over an improperly chosen target phase and advocates 

the use of phase-matching even for non-TSE imaging. We did not systematically investigate 

the possible improvements of existing TSE protocols, and for TSE imaging the benefits of 

using rFOX remain to be seen – applications could include imaging near structures in motion. 

Figure 4. Experiment 3, excitation of the temporal lobe with high resolution imaging. a,d: Low 
resolution GRE coil reference scan, b,e: T2* GRE-EPI at (0.35 mm)3, c,f: T2 VFA-TSE at (0.6 
mm)3. g,h,i,j: Zoomed versions of the high resolution images (b,c,e,f respectively).  
Top row: standard excitation, bottom row: phase-matched rFOX. 
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In conclusion, phase matched excitation pulses allow VFA-TSE imaging with standard 

refocusing pulses. This was achieved by using phase information from a signal that is acquired 

as part of conventional B1
+-mapping. The applicability of these pulses remained 

uncompromised in GRE sequences, allowing coil sensitivity mapping of the same rFOX, and 

ultimately rSENSE acceleration of the TSE acquisition. 
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Abstract 

By using a reduced field of excitation (rFOX), the hippocampus could be imaged at an ultra-

high isotropic resolution of 0.35^3 mm^3, in a scan time that allows for multiple acquisitions 

on the same subject: 10 minutes. Subject-specific rFOX-generating pulses require additional 

calibration steps, but reduce the noise levels compared to conventional excitation strategies. 

With isotropic voxel sizes, the hippocampus can be viewed in any orientation. 
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Introduction 

The hippocampus is a brain structure belonging to the limbic system. It is important in the 

creation and processing of memories and is therefore subject of many memory related 

studies. Two hippocampal structures reside in the medial temporal lobes; one in each 

hemisphere, neighboring the midbrain. With a total typical length of several centimeters, 

subfields of the hippocampus have been identified with only sub-millimeter dimensionality 

(1,2). A matching high spatial resolution is desirable to image these structures (3,4), as coarse 

(>1mm) resolution voxels might obscure these substructures. Moreover the accuracy of 

volumetric measurements, a commonly used tool in the study of the hippocampus, can benefit 

from an increasingly higher imaging resolution through an increased precision.  

With the introduction and development of 7T MRI, higher imaging resolutions have become 

feasible, resulting from the increased signal levels compared to lower field strengths. An 

overview of the frontiers of ultra-high resolution imaging up to 7T field strength is included in 

the Appendix, Table A1. The protocols featuring the smallest in-plane voxel dimensions (5,6) 

make use of a much coarser resolution in the through-plane direction. This approach boosts 

the SNR with respect to isotropic ultra-high resolution. However, the benefits of having a high 

resolution are partly annulled by choosing highly anisotropic voxels. Isotropic voxels are also 

desirable since they offer the ability of reformatting the images and viewing the anatomy from 

any angle after the images have been acquired. Protocols that do offer ultra-high isotropic 

resolution (5,7) require such a long scan time that no other scans can be performed on the 

same subject within a timeframe that is considered acceptable for scanning volunteers (1 

hour). 

Two dimensionally selective excitation has since long been associated with a promise of 

imaging at more detailed resolution and/or in a reduced scan time. For EPI-based functional 

imaging, in which long echo trains distort the acquired images, this has been confirmed on 

several occasions (8–10). This paper describes a study into utilizing the potential benefits of 

two dimensionally selective excitation for structural imaging of the hippocampus. Using more 

general terminology, a reduced field of excitation (rFOX) is created that limits the excited area 

in two dimensions to the contour of the hippocampus. The time spent on the acquisition can 

then be reduced by using a reduced field of view (rFOV) or a reduced parallel imaging 

reconstruction (11,12). The latter has been shown to offer the same or superior scan time 

advantages compared to rFOV imaging, as non-rectangular rFOX shapes and receive coil 

encoding can be exploited (12). Additionally, rFOX can also prevent surrounding tissues from 

generating artifacts, which otherwise might deteriorate the image quality inside the ROI (13). 

Imaging with T2* contrast is time-efficient (14,15) and the contrast is particularly pronounced 

at 7T (16–18). By using multi-shot EPI, T2* weighted acquisitions can be performed rapidly, 

even though relatively long TE and TR are used for a strong T2* contrast (15). Instead of a 

typical single shot 2D EPI (as is used in fMRI), multishot EPI uses a moderate shot length to 

acquire multiple echoes (approximately 10) per TR without the distortions that are associated 

with the former. Moreover, while traditional EPI is predominately used for (multi-) slice 

encoding, multi-shot EPI supports 3D encoding and is therefore compatible with imaging at 

high isotropic resolution. In our experiments we compared images that were acquired using 

multishot EPI with parallel imaging alone, as well as in combination with rFOX. To arrive at a 
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protocol that has practical feasibility, i.e. allowing multiple scans of different types to be 

performed on the same subject, the acquisition time was limited to 10 minutes per scan.  

Material and methods 

Experiments: protocol setup 

Based on the T2* weighted 3D gradient echo sequence with multi-shot EPI (15), protocol 

optimization was performed on several volunteers to image the hippocampus at ultra-high 

resolution (0.35^3 mm^3). While initially shorter scan times were considered (19), a 10 minute 

long protocol using rFOX and an acquisition bandwidth similar to the original sequence was 

established and scanned in a healthy volunteer (protocol A, Table 1). Here, a FOV enclosing 

the full brain was used in combination with SENSE parallel imaging in two dimensions and 

rFOX in two dimensions to improve the image quality. The rFOX was obtained by using 

numerically designed excitation pulses (20,21) that were two-dimensionally selective in the 

transverse plane (Figure 1b). The protocol was optimized for the combination with the 2D 

selective excitation by aligning the frequency encoding direction with the nonselective 

direction of the excitation pulse: feet to head (sagittal 3D acquisition). SENSE acceleration 

was applied in the AP and RL directions. Prior to this T2*-weighted scan, the receive coil 

sensitivity was mapped using the same 2D selective excitation pulse (refscan A in Table 1), 

to enable SENSE acceleration of the rFOX (rSENSE)(12). Inclusion of the tailored excitation 

pulse resulted in a longer scan time of 5:24 compared to 1:05 of the original receive coil 

reference scan.  

Figure 1. a) Localizer image showing the coverage of protocol A and B before oversampling 
with an orange rectangle, and that of protocol C in green. The location of the transverse slice 
through the hippocampus that is used for RFPD is marked with a yellow dashed line. b) 
Magnitude image of one of the signals collected in the B0-mapping scan that is used for 
planning the rFOX (blue U-shape). 
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Table 1. Imaging parameters. 

 

 

 

 

  

 Protocol A Protocol B Protocol C Refscan A Refscan B 

Excitation pulse 

selectivity 

2D-

hippocampal  

1D-slab 1D-slab 2D-

hippocampal 

1D-slab 

3DFOV (FH x AP x 

RL) (mm) 

150 x 229.2 x 

200.6 

150 x 229.2 x 

200.6 

65.1 x 240 x 

192.6 

300 x 300 x 

450 

300 x 300 x 

450 

Matrix (FE x PE1 x 

PE2 (slice) ) 

428 x 649 x 

573 

428 x 649 x 

573 

684 x 550 x 

186 

96 x 64 x 64 96 x 64 x 64 

Resolution (mm) 0.35 x 0.35 x 

0.35 

0.35 x 0.35 x 

0.35 

0.350 x 0.35 

x 0.350 

4.69 x 4.69 x 

4.69 

4.69 x 4.69 x 

4.69 

Frequency encoding 

direction 

FH FH AP RL RL 

Phase encoding 

direction 1 x 2 

AP x RL AP x RL RL x FH AP x FH AP x FH 

Flip angle (˚) 23 23 25* 1 1 

TR / TE (ms) 90 / 27 90 / 27 112* x 27 39.0 / 0.71 8.0 / 0.79 

BW readout direction 

(Hz / pixel) 

36.9 36.9 39.0 2071.3 2071.3 

BW phase encoding 

direction (Hz / pixel) 

504.4 504.4 593.8 - - 

EPI factor 11 11 11 - - 

Slice-oversampling 

factor 

1 1 default default default 

k-space shutter no no default default default 

SENSE PE1 x PE2 2.3 x 2.3 2.3 x 2.3 2.3 x 1 - - 

P oversampling 

factor 

1 1 1 - - 

Fat Suppression no no SPIR - - 

Scan time (m:s) 9:45.6 9:45.6 9:49.4 5:23.8 1:05.8 

      

FOV: field-of-view, AP: anterior–posterior, RL: right–left, FH: feet–head, FE: frequency 

encoding (read-out), PE: phase encoding (2 PE directions in 3D AQ), TR: repetition time, 

TE: echo time, BW: bandwidth, SENSE: parallel imaging acceleration factor (sensitivity 

encoding), SPIR: spectral presaturation by inversion recovery. *FA of protocol C is slightly 

higher than A and B to match the longer TR, which was the shortest possible for this 

geometry. 
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For a direct evaluation on the effect of the 2D localized excitation, protocol B was designed to 

have identical parameters to protocol A but with non-selective excitation pulses and preceded 

by a regular SENSE reference scan (refscan B in Table 1). Finally, a third protocol was 

optimized to best image the hippocampus without the use of numerically designed RF pulses. 

A transverse 3D acquisition was chosen to minimize the number of required slices using 

conventional slab-selective excitation. SENSE was applied in one direction only (protocol C 

in Table 1, Figure 1a). The three different protocols were all evaluated in three additional 

subjects to enable a side-by-side comparison.  

The full brain FOV in combination with an ultra-high isotropic resolution resulted in very large 

data sets. To reduce this, the prescribed FH coverage of these scans was limited to 150 mm 

(Figure 1a), making use of the standardly applied over-sampling in the readout direction. With 

over-sampling, a larger FOV is encoded than prescribed, to prevent aliasing of the signal, but 

the excess information is disregarded after reconstruction.  

All experiments were performed on a 7T scanner (Philips) using a dual channel transmit coil 

(Nova) and a 32 channel receive coil (Nova). Healthy volunteers were scanned, after they 

provided informed consent to participation in the study. 

  

B0 (Hz) 

target 
amplitude 
(nominal) B1

+ amplitude (nominal) 

B1
+ phase (rad) 

channel 1 channel 2 

target phase (rad) 

Figure 2. Typical field maps and target pattern used as input for RF pulse design. The 
measured maps are masked to show tissue containing voxels only. 
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Workflow and calibration scans 

The rFOX-generating excitation pulses were designed for every subject, on a transverse slice 

and taking into account the spatial variations in B0 and B1
+. First, image based B0 shimming 

was performed on the brain before all scans, after which the measured resonance frequency 

was fixed. Then, B0 and B1
+ maps were acquired. The transverse slice that was used for the 

design of the excitation pulses was positioned at the level of the hippocampus, in the middle 

of its structure (Figure 1a). B0-maps were acquired using a double TE GRE image (ΔTE = 1 

ms , scan time 21 s) and B1
+ maps using DREAM (scan time 33 s) (22).  

Figure 2 shows the information that was used as input for the pulse design software, for one 

subject. The pulse design software was accessed off-line as a graphical user interface in a 

commercial software package (MATLAB, The Mathworks Inc., Nantick, MA). Guided by the 

localizer images and one of the images of the B0-maps (Figure 1b), a region of interest 

covering both of the hippocampi was drawn around the brain stem, resulting in a U-shaped 

excitation target. The brain stem was excluded in the design of the rFOX to minimize the 

signal-generating volume and to avoid possible artifacts coming from this pulsating region. A 

spiral-in transmit k-space with a maximum value of 5 rad/cm was chosen and the ROI was 

filtered in the k-space domain to fit within this prescribed trajectory. This resulted in a small 

transition zone between the rFOX and tissue that should not be excited, in image space. Since 

parallel transmission was used, the local and global SAR of the dual-channel RF pulses was 

Figure 3. Waveforms for 2D selective excitation, which are output from RF pulse design for 
one subject. 
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supervised via lookup-table approach, integrated into the scanner software (23). As the 

tailored excitation pulses were designed in the low tip angle approximation, amplitude scaling 

could be used to achieve different flip angles for the T2* protocol (23˚) and the receive coil 

sensitivity map (1˚). The resulting gradient and RF waveforms are shown in Figure 3 for the 

same subject.  

Multiplanar reconstructions 

Multiplanar reconstructions were made in a DICOM viewer (RadiAnt 4.0.3.16415, Medixant, 

Poznań, Poland). A 2D slice through the original 3D data was angulated twice to show as 

much of the hippocampal structure in a single image, along its the long axis. Images 

perpendicular to this plane were also reconstructed. 

Results  

The effective rFOX in Figure 4 shows the intended U-shape in the transverse plane and no 

restriction of the excitation in the feet-head direction. Excitation is not always limited to within 

sharp contours of the target, which is acceptable in the rSENSE method. Still, a large volume 

fraction of the head is not generating signal, which should lead to clear improvements in 

parallel imaging performance compared to the protocol with nonselective excitation. Indeed, 

the images of protocol B in Figure 3 display a poor SNR in the center of the brain, which can 

be related to a reduced g-factor in the 2D SENSE unfolding.  

The transverse image of method B in subject 2 (Figure 4) displays a slight central darkening 

instead of the central brightness seen in subjects 1 and 3. In fact, receive coil sensitivity 

correction (CLEAR / bias correction) has not been applied during this image’s reconstruction. 

This is a linear scaling of the signal intensity and does not influence the local SNR. 

The images resulting from protocol A (rFOX) and C (the best alternative, with fewer slices and 

SENSE in 1 direction) are compared in Figure 5, showing zoomed and reformatted images. 

In most images, the SNR of these ultra-high resolution images is sufficient to show the folded 

structure of the hippocampus together with small vessels entwined within the structure. In the 

head of the hippocampus however, the images of the highly folded structure are plagued by 

noise in protocol C, with noise levels increasing towards the center of the brain. With protocol 

A, less noisy images were obtained here in 5 out of 6 images shown. Only the rFOX image of 

the left hippocampal head in subject 1 appears more blurry than with the alternative method. 

In the middle and tail sections of the hippocampus the same trend of less noisy rFOX images 

can be observed, although the effect is less pronounced. In several of the rFOX images the 

signal drops off rapidly near the edge of the hippocampus, possibly obscuring part of the 

hippocampal formation as well. This could be due to the rFOX having been chosen overly 

restrictive, or because of a slight displacement of the subject after planning of the rFOX. 

The isotropy of the data was exploited to create images along and perpendicular to the long 

axis of the hippocampus in Figure 6. These images again show the complex features and 

numerous vessels  
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Figure 4. Comparison of protocol A and B, showing the effective rFOX in the 3 subjects. Top 
panels: transverse view, bottom: sagittal (native) view.  
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Figure 5. Zoomed images of the right and left hippocampal formations of three volunteers, for 
the rFOX method (protocol A, sagittal and coronal) and best alternative (protocol C, coronal). 
The coronal images are zoomed in to a more detailed level than the sagittal views. Three 
levels are shown; first 3 rows: head, second 3 rows: middle, and third 3 rows: tail of the 
hippocampus. The positions of the coronal slices are marked with a yellow lines on the sagittal 
images. Contrast windows are the same in all images to avoid bias through manual 
optimization. 
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Discussion and conclusion 

T2* weighted imaging of the hippocampus was shown to be feasible at 0.35 mm isotropic 

resolution (43 nL) in a 10 minute acquisition by using two-dimensionally selective rFOX. The 

subject specifically designed excitation pulses had a duration of 10 ms. In the T2*weighted 

scans the 10 ms long, subject-specifically designed, excitation pulses did not lead to timing 

conflicts, as the TR was sufficiently long to accommodate these. However, the TR of the 

receive coil calibration scans had to be extended, resulting in a scan time of 5 minutes 

compared to 1 minute for the standard nonselective scan. No attempt has been made to 

reduce the calibration scan time, but possible solutions could be to use multi-shot EPI (15) for 

the calibration scan, or to reduce the pulse length through time-optimum gradient design 

(24,25). Alternatively, it has been suggested to use the standard (full FOX) receive coil 

reference scan in combination with a rFOX obtained through simulation (12). A lengthy 

calibration scan might also be acceptable if the obtained information could be used for several 

scans, for example to obtain different contrast types of the same object of interest. 

The rFOX obtained with the subject specific excitation pulses was not always capturing the 

entire shape of the hippocampus. Accurate planning remains a challenging aspect of rFOX 

imaging; a more detailed image to plan the rFOX might be of benefit here. Superfluous 

excitation outside our targeted region of interest might have resulted in fold-over artifacts if an 

rFOV was prescribed, by using rSENSE this has been avoided. For a greater level of artifact 

reduction, 3D selective excitation could also be beneficial (26). 

Motion-compensation (7) and post-acquisition alignment of segmented acquisitions (5) are 

used in other ultra-high resolution experiments with long acquisition times. While motion 

compensation might provide additional robustness in the rFOX protocol, by limiting the 

acquisition time the need for this is inherently reduced. 

This study has been performed as a proof of principle to show how subject-specific rFOX 

pulses can be used to push the limits of imaging at high resolution: structural imaging of the 

hippocampus at unprecedented detail per imaging time has been demonstrated. A 2D 

selective rFOX was used to maintain a good image quality in this highly challenging situation. 

In future studies, one might consider integrating the pulse design software on the scanner 

console to further improve the workflow. Volumetric analysis and subfield registration can also 

be performed, although automated approaches might not yet be suitable for this type of data 

with rFOX. 
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Figure 6 (previous page). Reconstructed images of hippocampus (Right) in an orientation that 
matches the general orientation of the structure. The images in the left column are twice 
angulated transversal, with an interval of 1 slice (every 3rd slice is shown). The images in the 
middle column are twice angulated sagittal, with an interval of 3 slices (every 5th is shown). 
Right column: twice angulated coronal, at irregular interval, showing the head, middle section 
and tail of the hippocampus. The red scale bars are 1 cm in each image. The inset shows how 
the images relate to each other in 3D. 
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Appendix 

Entry # In-plane resolution 

(mm x mm) 

Through plane 

resolution (mm) 

Voxel volume (nL) AQ time  

(minute) 

1 0.22 x 0.22 1.5 + 0.5 gap 73 10-12 

2 0.38 x 0.38*1.332 0.38*1.33 = 0.51 98 29*2 = 58 

3 0.52 x 0.52 0.5 135 4*12 = 48 

4 0.35 x 0.35 2.0 245 7:38 

4 0.7 x 0.7 0.7 343 9:09 

5 0.7 x 0.7 0.7 343 10:15 

6 0.4 x 0.5 2.0 400 3:23 

7 0.35 x 0.35*1.33 0.35*1.33 = 0.47 77 31*4 = 124 

8 0.50 x 0.50 0.65 163 7:23 

9 0.58 x 0.43 1.0 249 5:42 

10 0.23 x 0.23 10 54 14 

11 0.35 x 0.35*1.333 0.35*1.33 = 0.47 76 14:27 

12 0.35 x 0.35*1.33 0.35*1.33 = 0.47 77 42 

13 0.5 x 0.5 0.5 125 5:50 

14 0.5 x 0.5 1.0 250 4:20 

15 0.5 x 0.5 1.5 375 12 

16 0.8 x 0.8 0.8 512 6:15 

17 0.44 x0.444 3 581 4:20 

18 0.4 x 0.45 0.4 64 5:11*8 = 41:28 

 

 

  

                                                           
2 Point Spread Function broadening due to 3/4 Partial Fourier in both phase encoding 
directions: 33% increase  
3 3/4 Partial Fourier 
4 Before interpolation of factor 2 
5 58% Partial Fourier in both phase encoding directions, 0.33 x 0.33 x 0.4 after zero filling 
interpolation 

Table A1 (continues on opposite page). Overview of high resolution protocols, up to 7T. All 
entries were performed on 7T, unless stated otherwise. General brain studies and studies 
focusing on the hippocampus are included. Resolution numbers are given as they are 
acquired, without interpolation / zero-filling. 
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Appendix 

Entry # Coverage (FOV, cm) Contrast type / 

Method 

Year Ref. 

1 17 x 17 x 3.2 2D TSE 2014 (5) 

2 19.4 x12.2 x 17.0 T2 3D TSE 2016 (7) 

3 20.0 x 17.1 x 5.2 3T, 3D TSE, NSA = 4 2012 (27) 

4 22.4 x 100 x 4.2 TSE 2015 (28) 

4 17.9 x 17.9 x 18.6 3D T2 TSE 2014 (5) 

5 24.9 x 25.0 x 19.0 T2 3D TSE 2016 (29) 

6 full FOV6 x 4.8  4T, TSE 2010 (30) 

7 19.3 x 15.4 x 14.6 T1w 3D MP2RAGE 2016 (7) 

8 25.6 x 25.6 x 16.6 MPRAGE 2009 (31) 

9 14.8 x 22.0 x 17.2 T1 MPRAGE 2016 (32) 

10 23.8 x 23.8 x 1.7 T2*2D GRE  (6) 

11 17.9 x 20.2 x 2.1 T2* 3D GRE  (14) 

12 17.9 x 15.5 x 11.2 T2*3D GRE 2016 (7) 

13 24.0 x 19.2 x 15.07 T2* 3D EPI 2014 (15) 

14 24.0 x 18.0 x 15.0 SWI (T2* 3D GRE) 2008 (33) 

15 12.8 x 18.0 x 12.0 T2* GRE 2016 (32) 

16 20 x 20 x 14.9 3D GRE 2014 (5) 

17 22.6 x 17.3 x 4.5 T2* 2009 (31) 

18 17.0 x 17.0 x 19.2 3D bSSPP 2014 (5,34) 

 

  

                                                           
6 Size of FOV not specified 
7 1.28 slice over sampling factor 

Table A1 (continued from opposite page). Overview of high resolution protocols, up to 7T. 
All entries were performed on 7T, unless stated otherwise. General brain studies and studies 
focusing on the hippocampus are included. Resolution numbers are given as they are 
acquired, without interpolation / zero-filling. 
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Summary 

The overall aim of this work has been to study 3D structural imaging with tailored 2D spatially 

selective excitation pulses. We focused on spiral excitation trajectories that can reduce the 

field of excitation in two dimensions without creating excitation side lobes. In these two 

directions, the number of phase encoding steps could be reduced compared to nonselective 

excitation. The third dimension, in which no restriction is enforced on the excitation, was 

rapidly encoded using frequency encoding. This approach lent itself well for 3D isotropic 

imaging. 

In Chapter 2, an efficient imaging protocol was developed for 3D imaging of the aorta vessel 

wall, aimed at improving the detection of atherosclerosis. The nonselective direction of the 2D 

SSE was aligned with the aorta and an rFOV acquisition was used at isotropic resolution. 

Some generalizations were applied in the design of the pulses, as measured field maps in the 

thorax were imperfect and not necessarily representative for the field values down the length 

of the aorta, which was imaged in a single acquisition. Black blood contrast was generated by 

partially inverting the magnetization in the heart, before acquisition in the descending aorta. 

Compared to the standard method (multiple 2D slices) a larger coverage could be imaged at 

higher resolution. Compared to a similar 3D acquisition without 2D SSE, artifacts from 

peripheral tissues were reduced.  

The standard way to acquire an image with 2D SSE is to use a reduced field of view (rFOV). 

In Chapter 3 we showed that 2D SSE (or any reduced field of excitation - rFOX) is most 

efficiently acquired when this is combined with SENSE into rSENSE. With rSENSE, voxels 

that are not excited are excluded from the parallel imaging reconstruction, improving the 

reconstruction. Higher acceleration factors are possible than with rFOV or SENSE alone. 

Moreover, this acceleration technique is not limited to rectangular rFOX shapes, typically 

associated with rFOV imaging. In-vivo experiments were performed at 7T, using a 32-channel 

receive coil. 

For rSENSE to work, the location of the voxels in the rFOX must be known before the 

undersampled image is reconstructed. In the first implementation of rSENSE, in Chapter 3 

this was done by acquiring the receive coil sensitivity mapping scan with the same 2D SSE 

pulse as the undersampled image. This increased the length of the calibration more than two-

fold. Strategies to bring this calibration time down could help in the applicability of rSENSE. 

In Chapter 4 we looked at expanding the applicability of 2D SSE from gradient echo to turbo 

spin echo (TSE) sequences, a routinely used imaging method. In principle, the excitation 

selectivity of these sequences can be defined by just the excitation pulse, without adjustments 

to the refocusing pulse train. This is interesting as in 3D TSE the refocusing train is highly 

efficient with the use of nonselective pulses of variable flip angles. For the combination of a 

custom 2D SSE pulse (with PTX) and default refocusing pulses (in quadrature mode), the 

custom excitation should match the phase of the quadrature mode, as prescribed by the 

CPMG conditions. We showed how this phase-matching can be achieved, using the phase 

information of the signals that are used to map the transmit coil sensitivities. In-vivo 

experiments at 7T confirmed that the CPMG conditions were being met, and that the phase-
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matched pulses could still be used in gradient echo sequences. TSE imaging with 2D SSE 

and rSENSE acceleration was shown, opening up the way for further exploration. 

PTX-enabled 2D SSE with rSENSE acceleration was used to image the hippocampus at 

unprecedented resolution versus imaging time in Chapter 5. Three-dimensional images at 

0.35^3 mm^3 isotropic resolution could be achieved in a 10 minute scan time on a 7T MR 

system. In line with the original rSENSE implementation of Chapter 3, the time needed for 

calibration was increased.  

General discussion  

Planning of the rFOX 

Planning a 3D acquisition with 2D SSE requires taking into account several factors that are 

different from planning a conventional excitation. A 2D plane has to be identified on which the 

field of excitation is to be reduced in both dimensions, keeping in mind that the excitation is 

unrestricted in the 3rd dimension. Initially, the most obvious geometry would be to limit the 

rFOX in the plane where surface ratio between the object of interest and the surrounding 

tissue is at its minimum. Alternatively, one can choose to avoid certain regions that are 

expected to cause artifacts in the phase encoded imaging directions. 

One must also consider whether reliable field maps can be acquired in the plane of 2D SSE, 

for the most accurate rFOX generation on this slice, and whether the obtained values are 

representative for other locations along the whole length of the ROI in the 3rd dimension. If this 

is not the case, approximations to 3D field maps might be used, as was shown in Chapter 2. 

Furthermore, if acceleration by parallel imaging is to be used (beyond the rFOV limit), one 

must make sure that there is sufficient variation in receive coil sensitivity.  

After an orientation and a slice have been determined on which the 2D SSE is going to be 

designed, the excitation target can be determined. The target should be sufficiently large to 

cover the anatomy of interest throughout the orthogonal dimension. The rFOX target planning 

for the hippocampus and aorta is shown in Figure 1.  

Shortening of 2D SSE pulses 

Shortening of excitation pulses is generally desirable as the resulting excitation would be less 

affected by T2* degradation and less susceptible to (local) off-resonances. It could also be 

directly beneficial to sequences with short TR’s that are limited by the long excitation pulse, 

such as the SENSE reference scan with rFOX in the rSENSE method (as seen in Chapters 

3, 4, and 5).  

The RF pulses that were generated throughout this work all follow the same general shape 

(Figure 2). The pulses’ amplitudes remains low during the first ~60% of the pulse, where the 

high spatial frequencies are encoded, and amplitudes exceeding half the maximum amplitude 

are only found in the final ~40%, encoding the center of k-space. This trend suggests that 

there could be room for reducing the length of these pulses: shorter pulses with higher average 

amplitudes might be able to achieve the same excitation profile. Such a time-optimization of 

the excitation pulse could be achieved through the iterative VERSE method [1,2]. In this 
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method, individual fragments of the k-space trajectory are stretched and shortened, and RF 

pulses redesigned, to improve the time-efficiency of the pulse while respecting the hardware 

limits of the gradient and RF systems. As the spiral-in k-space trajectory is already very time-

efficient in covering transmit k-space, any pulse shortening might be paired with an altered k-

space trajectory, possibly reducing the fidelity of the excitation pattern.  

Another obvious choice to shorten the excitation pulses would be to use k-space 

undersampling via Transmit SENSE [3,4], which was originally developed with shortening of 

2D SSE pulses in mind. It uses the encoding power of the individual transmit coils to mitigate 

the aliasing effects of undersampling, similar to traditional SENSE [5]. As transmit SENSE 

operates using a different form of information redundancy than reVERSE, the two techniques 

should be complementary. We have not used k-space undersampling in our experiments as 

we limited ourselves to clinically available setups of maximum two transmit channels. These 

would only offer modest undersampling factors before degrading the excitation pattern. We 

did however use PTX B1
+ maps to calculate separate RF pulses per channel (Chapters 3, 4, 

and 5), without undersampling (Transmit SENSE reduction factor = 1). By including these 

transmit sensitivities of the individual channels of the birdcage coil, the encoding power was 

still enhanced with respect to using one B1
+ map of the two channels combined in a fixed 

combination (quadrature mode), which should have added to the excitation fidelity.  

  

Figure 1. Planning of the rFOX. The yellow dashed line in localizer image a marks the 
transverse slice on which the 2D SSE pulse is designed to excite the hippocampus. On image 
b the excitation target (blue shape) and don’t care region (head contour) were defined. The 
excitation target was determined as an estimated projection of the hippocampus’ location 
across the feet-head direction. The excitation target determination for the aorta is 
schematically shown in c, where the ellipse represents the body contour and the hexagon the 
spine. The target is shown with a dashed line, covering a projection of the location of the aorta 
transverse slices at different heights: A and B. 

c

Figure 2. Amplitudes of RF waveforms that were used for 2D SSE of the aorta in Chapter 2 
(left) and the hippocampus in Chapter 5 (right, 2ch PTX). 
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3D SSE pulses 

A seemingly natural extension of our work would be to move to 3D-selective excitation pulses, 

removing the complexities related to the non-restricted excitation direction of 2D SSE. As 

organs rarely retain their shape along one dimension, 3D SSE could follow an organ’s shape 

in all spatial dimensions, thereby minimizing the rFOX size. This might further improve imaging 

efficiency and could provide additional artifact suppression. It has also been suggested that 

by taking into account the measured 3D field information, deviations from the targeted rFOX 

patterns could be avoided. These can emerge in sequences with 2D SSE as pulses are 

calculated on a single slice only. However, we have shown that 2D SSE can be quite robust 

against these through-slice deviations, exemplified by the large-coverage imaging of the aorta 

in Chapter 2. Several results suggest a similar through-slice consistency in the head: Figure 

3e in Chapter 4 and Figure 4 in Chapter 5. Moreover, even if the rFOX pattern is not constant 

on every slice axial to the unrestricted dimension, the rSENSE method (Chapter 3) can image 

it efficiently as long as a similar rFOX is measured in the reference scan. This is in contrast to 

conventional rFOV imaging, where additional signal generation results in aliasing artifacts. 

Controlling the rFOX in 3D can still be beneficial over 2D, as it provides increased freedom in 

choosing the directions for frequency encoding , phase encoding, and parallel imaging.  

The methods that were used to calculate pulses for 2D SSE are not inherently limited to 2D. 

Similar numerical optimization in the small tip angle regime can just as well be used for 3D 

SSE, if an appropriate 3D k-space trajectory is selected [6]. The rSENSE (Chapter 3) and 

phase-matching (Chapter 4) methods that were developed in this thesis can also be applied. 

Parallel transmit systems seem to be a necessity for 3D SSE though, as PTX-enabled 

undersampling factors of 3 to 5.6 were used in the past to bring the pulse length down to 5 

and 12.5 ms respectively [6,7]. Additionally, it remains to be seen if the SNR reduction 

associated with highly shortened acquisitions still leads to useable images.  

  

Figure 3. RF (a) and gradient (b) pulses of a slab selective excitation, before and after 
minimum-time VERSE. By increasing the time fraction at which the RF pulse is activated at 
maximum amplitude, and matching with an increased gradient amplitude, the length of the 
pulse was reduced to 28% of its original duration. Image reproduced with permission of the 
rights holder, copyright © 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc. [1]. 
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Imaging acceleration using transmit and receive control  

Parallel to our study on 2D SSE, another novel excitation approach aiming at faster 

acquisitions has been developed: Simultaneous Multislice Imaging (SMS). Using a multi-band 

excitation pulse, several slices are excited simultaneously. The signals originating from these 

slices are collected as one, after which techniques similar to parallel imaging unfolding are 

used to disentangle the images of the slices [8]. Fundamentally, this approach does not suffer 

from the SNR loss associated with rFOV imaging, but consequently it is also not suitable to 

avoid artifact generation from excitation of unwanted structures. Besides, SMS is a slice-

based (2D) imaging technique and therefore not very suitable for 3D isotropic imaging. It is 

however interesting to see how SMS takes into account excitation and signal reception from 

a different point of view.  

Another novel technique that crosses the boundaries between transmit and receive encoding 

is controlled aliasing (CAIPI), aimed at reducing the noise that originates from uncertainties in 

parallel imaging (PI) reconstruction [9]. Here, additional spatial encoding gradients are used 

to deviate from the standard rectilinear filling of imaging k-space, affecting the locations of 

signals that collapse onto each other due to undersampling. These locations are chosen for 

maximum differences in receive coil sensitivities, favorable for parallel imaging unfolding. 

Undersampling in one direction can even be made to cause aliasing in the other PI direction, 

when a 3D acquisition is used, allowing greater flexibility in optimizing the aliasing pattern. 

The same principles could be combined with rSENSE imaging, but given that many voxels 

are already excluded from PI, the overall effect might be small. 

Scan accelerations that utilize the transmit and receive systems benefit from the intrinsically 

higher RF encoding capacity from coil profiles at higher field strengths. Also, the trend to use 

larger numbers of coils in parallel can add to the encoding power, on both the transmit and 

receive side. 

Remarks on the use of PTX 

PTX is becoming more widely available in new and upgraded high field systems, and for good 

reasons. The added flexibility in transmit field control is the first line of defense against the 

inhomogeneity of the excitation at increasingly higher main magnetic field strengths. A simple 

RF shim optimization can already steer the excitation towards the desired region, in the 

abdomen for example. More advanced solutions can be obtained through waveform design 

for the individual channels in combination with appropriate gradients, such as in the spokes 

[10] and SPINS [11] methods. On the largest time-scale, sequence-level optimization can 

adjust the RF shims of individual pulses towards homogenization of the signal level over the 

entire pulse sequence [12].  

Instead of seeing the inhomogeneity of the transmit field as something that needs repairing, it 

can be seen as an encoding power. This has been shown for example in Magnetic Resonance 

Fingerprinting [13], a novel way of performing MR measurements. Instead of generating 

images through well-defined encoding steps, the tissue’s properties are found by fitting a 

pseudo-randomly generated signal to a database of pre-calculated signal responses [14]. 

Perhaps the same principle of creating additional flip angle variation can one day be used in 

MRF’s database-less counterpart: MR-STAT [15].  
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In the common situation of volume coil excitation without channel-dependent waveforms the 

global SAR needs to be restricted to prevent excessive heating in patients, according to the 

international safety standards [16]. Global SAR can directly be controlled through the overall 

RF power and is effectively dealt with on clinically approved MR scanners. When local transmit 

coils are used, the power deposition in small tissue volumes must also be understood and 

monitored: local SAR. This is also required when the independent channels of a volume coil 

are used for PTX. It is becoming increasingly clear, however, that a good understanding of 

PTX is not only crucial to monitoring the (local) SAR, but can even be used to reduce it [17]. 

SAR reduction can be used to shorten the scan times of existing applications, in cases where 

the repetition times are limited because of their SAR levels [18]. The inclusion of local SAR in 

a pulse or sequence optimization algorithm can be quite time-consuming, due to the large 

number of small subvolumes that make up a body model. This can be speed up by using 

virtual observation points [19]; voxels that respond similarly in electromagnetic modeling are 

grouped together and evaluated as one. 

Concluding remarks on the applicability of 2D SSE 

The promise of 2D SSE has always been to allow more detailed resolution and/or shorter 

acquisition times, which was explored for structural imaging in this thesis. Our studies 

confirmed that indeed a better ratio of resolution versus imaging time can be obtained than 

with conventional methods. However, as current structural imaging protocols are generally 

artifact-free, and 2D parallel imaging can also be used for acceleration of 3D sequences, the 

additional advantages of 2D SSE are not always immediately clear. In functional imaging, 

where 2D SSE has been shown beneficial in multiple occasions, the detrimental effects of 

single shot acquisitions are much more pronounced, and benefits of 2D SSE are more 

obvious. The expanded understanding of rFOX with parallel imaging, and phase control in 

pulse design, might be used to further advance the developments in this area. 

The unique advantage of 2D SSE for structural imaging is its capability to avoid artifacts that 

originate outside the region of interest, allowing scan orientations that might otherwise not be 

feasible. With this in mind, 2D SSE can serve a niche where specific structures are studied, 

the surrounding tissue is of no interest at all and actually impairing the optimal acquisition of 

the object of interest. Currently, however, the effort to implement 2D SSE are considerable 

both in practical and technical sense. Integration of tailored pulse generation directly into the 

software driving the MRI scanner can take away part of these hurdles. With more integrated 

rFOX planning facilities, and following the guidelines described at the beginning of this 

chapter, experiments with 2D SSE could enter a new phase where the technique’s merits in 

clinical and research settings can be studied with increased user-friendliness and accuracy.  
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Dit proefschrift onderzoekt het gebruik van tweedimensionaal-selectieve excitatiepulsen (2D 

SSE) voor driedimensionale, structurele, beeldvorming. Het onderzoek richtte zich met name 

op excitatiepulsen met een spiraalvormig excitatiepad, om het excitatieveld in twee richtingen 

te beperken zonder dat daarbij secundaire banden geëxciteerd worden. In deze twee 

richtingen kon voor de beeldvorming het aantal fasecoderingsstappen verlaagd worden, 

vergeleken met niet-selectieve excitatie. De derde dimensie, waarin de excitatie geen 

beperking is opgelegd, kon snel gecodeerd worden door middel van frequentiecodering. Deze 

aanpak was zeer geschikt voor 3D isotrope beeldvorming. 

In hoofdstuk 2 werd een efficiënt afbeeldingsprotocol ontwikkeld voor het 3D afbeelden van 

de vaatwand van de aorta, gericht op een verbeterde opsporing van aderverkalking. De niet-

selectieve richting van 2D SSE werd langs de lange as van de aorta gericht en een 

gereduceerd afbeeldingsveld (‘reduced field of view’ – rFOV) kon worden toegepast in de 

andere twee richtingen. Een isotrope resolutie kon worden verkregen. Enige 

veralgemeniseringen werden toegepast tijdens het ontwerpen van de pulsen, aangezien de 

gemeten velddistributies in de thorax imperfecties vertoonden en niet noodzakelijkerwijs de 

veldwaarden beschreven die langs de gehele lengte van de aorta - welke in een enkele 

opname afgebeeld werd- gevonden kunnen worden. Zwart bloed contrast werd bereikt door 

de magnetisatie in het hart gedeeltelijk te inverteren, voordat deze afgebeeld werd in de 

neerdalende aorta. Vergeleken met de standaard methode (meerdere 2D plakken) kon een 

groter bereik worden afgebeeld, met een hogere resolutie. In vergelijking met een 

overeenkomstige 3D opname zonder 2D SSE kon van perifeer weefsel afkomstige 

beeldverstoringen worden verminderd.  

De gebruikelijke manier om een afbeelding te vormen met 2D SSE is door een rFOV van 

overeenkomstige afmetingen te specificeren. Hoofdstuk 3 laat echter zien dat 2D SSE (of elk 

ander gereduceerd excitatieveld (‘reduced field of excitation’ – rFOX)) het meest efficiënt 

afgebeeld kan worden wanneer dit gecombineerd word met SENSE in rSENSE. In de rSENSE 

methode worden voxels die niet geëxciteerd worden vermeden in de parallelle-opname-

afbeeldingsreconstructie, waardoor deze reconstructie verbeterd wordt. Hogere 

versnellingsfactoren zijn mogelijk dan wanneer enkel rFOV of SENSE toegepast worden. 

Deze versnellingstechniek is bovendien niet beperkt tot rechthoekige rFOX-vormen, welke 

veelal met rFOV geassocieerd worden. In-vivo-experimenten werden op 7T uitgevoerd, 

gebruikmakend van een 32-kanaals ontvangstspoel.  

De locatie van de voxels die zich binnen het rFOX bevinden moeten in de rSENSE-methode 

bekend zijn vóórdat het onvoldoende bemonsterd beeld gereconstrueerd kan worden. In de 

eerste implementatie van rSENSE, in hoofdstuk 3, wordt dit bewerkstelligd door de sequentie 

die de gevoeligheid van de ontvangstspoel meet uit te voeren met dezelfde 2D SSE puls die 

in de onvoldoende bemonsterde opname gebruikt word. Hierdoor werd de duur van deze 

kalibratie meer dan verdubbeld. Methodes om de duur van de kalibratie te verkorten zouden 

de toepasbaarheid rSENSE kunnen vergroten. 

Hoofdstuk 4 beschouwt de uitbreiding van 2D SSE-toepassingen van gradiënt echo naar turbo 

spin echo (TSE) sequenties, een veelgebruikte afbeeldingsmethode. In principe kan de 

excitatieselectiviteit in deze sequentie door enkel de excitatiepuls bepaald worden, zonder dat 

de daarop volgende refocusseringspulstrein aangepast hoeft te worden. Dit is van belang, 

aangezien in 3D TSE de refocusseringspulstrein erg efficiënt is door het gebruik van niet-
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selectieve pulsen en variabele fliphoeken. Om gepersonaliseerde 2D SSE pulsen (waarbij 

van parallelle zendspoelen (‘parallel transmit’- PTX) gebruikgemaakt wordt) te combineren 

met standaard refocusseringspulsen (welke in kwadratuurmodus worden uitgezonden) zal de 

gepersonaliseerde excitatie het fasepatroon van de kwadratuurmodus moeten volgen, zoals 

voorgeschreven wordt door de CPMG-voorwaarden. Wij hebben aangetoond hoe deze fase-

paring verkregen kan worden, daarbij gebruikmakend van de fase-informatie van de signalen 

die gebruikt worden om de gevoeligheid van de zendspoelen te meten. Door middel van in-

vivo experimenten, uitgevoerd op 7T, werd bevestigd dat aan de CPMG-voorwaarden voldaan 

werd en dat de pulsen met fase-paring in ongewijzigde vorm ook gebruikt konden worden in 

gradiënt echo sequenties. TSE beeldvorming met 2D SSE en rSENSE-versnelling kon worden 

getoond, de weg vrijmakend voor verder onderzoek. 

In hoofdstuk 5 werd van PTX gebruikmakende 2D SSE in combinatie met rSENSE-versnelling 

gebruikt om de hippocampus af te beelden, in een niet eerder vertoonde verhouding van 

resolutie en scantijd. Driedimensionale afbeeldingen met een isotrope resolutie van 0.35^3 

mm^3 konden worden verkregen in een scantijd van 10 minuten, op een 7T MRI scanner. 

Overeenkomstig met de originele rSENSE implementatie van hoofdstuk 3 was de tijd die 

nodig was voor kalibratie toegenomen. 

Afsluitende opmerkingen aangaande de toepasbaarheid van 2D SSE 

Van 2D SSE werd altijd verwacht dat het een meer gedetailleerde resolutie en/of kortere 

scantijd mogelijk kan maken, wat in dit proefschrift onderzocht is voor structurele 

beeldvorming. Ons onderzoek bevestigde dat inderdaad een betere verhouding van resolutie 

per scantijd verkregen kon worden, vergeleken met conventionele methodes. Echter, 

aangezien de huidige protocollen voor structurele beeldvorming over het algemeen geen 

beeldverstoringen vertonen, en 2D parallelle opnames (zoals bijvoorbeeld ‘sensitivity 

encoding’- SENSE) ook gebruikt kan worden om 3D sequenties te versnellen, is de 

toegevoegde waarde van 2D SSE niet altijd meteen duidelijk. In functionele beeldvorming, 

waar meermaals is aangetoond dat 2D SSE voordelen biedt, zijn de schadelijke effecten van 

opnames in een enkel schot veel meer aanwezig en is het nut van 2D SSE meer voor de hand 

liggend. Het vergrootte begrip van de combinatie van 2D SSE met parallelle opnames, en 

fase-paring in het ontwerp van de pulsen, zouden gebruikt kunnen worden voor verdere 

ontwikkelingen in dit toepassingsgebied. 

Het unieke voordeel van 2D SSE in structurele beeldvorming is dat het beeldverstoringen kan 

voorkomen die buiten het interessegebied veroorzaakt worden. Hierdoor kunnen 

scanrichtingen gebruikt worden die anders niet mogelijk zijn. Dit in overweging nemende kan 

2D SSE een niche bedienen waar specifieke structuren bestudeerd worden waarbij het 

omliggende weefsel niet van belang is en zelfs een geoptimaliseerde beeldvorming van het 

interessegebied in de weg staat. In de huidige situatie kost het echter aanzienlijke moeite om 

2D SSE toe te passen, zowel op praktisch als op technisch gebied. Een deel van deze 

belemmeringen zouden weggenomen kunnen worden door het creëren van de 

gepersonaliseerde pulsen te integreren in de software die de MRI scanner aanstuurt. Met een 

meer geïntegreerde rFOX planning, en met inachtname van de adviezen die in het vorige 

hoofdstuk beschreven zijn, zouden experimenten met 2D SSE een nieuwe fase in kunnen 

gaan. De baten van de techniek in klinische en onderzoeksgerelateerde situaties zouden met 

een groter gebruikersgemak en toegenomen nauwkeurigheid onderzocht kunnen worden. 
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